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Looking For
Closeness Again

Relay For Life returns to
in-person status for 2022
MATTHEW HARRIS
Stratford Times Editor

For the first time since 2019, the Canadian Cancer Society’s Relay for Life will once
again take to the track at Stratford Intermediate
School. The event offers a chance to reflect for
those whose lives have been touched by cancer,
and the chance to celebrate those who are no longer with them.
For Julia Wilkinson, it will be her first Relay –
and the first real chance she’ll have to celebrate
her mother’s memory in that way.
When Mary Wilkinson got her cancer diagnosis in April 2020, Julia returned home after quarantining for two weeks and was with Mary when
she passed away on Feb. 18, 2021. But because of
the pandemic and the restrictions on public gatherings, she wasn’t able to celebrate her mother’s
life with others who had suffered similar losses
or, in some cases, who had survived the disease.
“Because last year was my first-ever Relay for
Life, I’ve never had the opportunity to participate in an in-person relay. I imagine that this
year’s in-person event will be emotional for
many, including me,” she said. “Although everyone’s story is different, we share a collective
purpose: to show that together, we are bigger
than cancer. When we all come together after
what, for many, has been a very isolating time,
I imagine that will be an incredibly powerful,
cathartic moment. My mom loved the bagpipes
and I know that, when the pipers play during the
luminary celebration, that will be an emotional
moment for me and my family – as it is for so
many.”
According to Julia, Mary Wilkinson was always willing to drop what she was doing and
make the lives of her children easier. Their biggest cheerleader and supporter of her children’s
goals, Mary was there for it – no matter how farfetched it might have seemed.
CONTINUED TO PAGE 2
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BACK ON STAGE

Violinist Alberto Iznaga works his magic while Jennifer Canning does likewise on her viola.

Gaffney sees bright days ahead for
Stratford Festival

MATTHEW HARRIS
Stratford Times Editor

This is what Anita Gaffney has
been waiting for.
For the better part of two years,
Gaffney has been looking ahead to
what was coming. To a time when the
full company for the Stratford Festival would once again be waiting for
their cues to enter the spotlight and
do what they do best. She’s been wait-

ing to officially welcome the world to
the new Tom Patterson Theatre, the
newest jewel in the Theatre’s crown.
She’s been waiting to see the bright
lights of getting back to some kind of
normal.
“It feels wonderful to be back –
since we started rehearsals earlier
in the year and we had artists in the
rehearsal halls and on the stages, it
just felt good to have that energy and
that activity happening in the build-

ing again working towards opening
night,” she said.
It hasn’t been without a few hiccups. Early previews of Chicago had
to be delayed when some cast members came up positive for COVID-19,
but with that now behind them and
the play being as good as she expected, Gaffney is feeling excited by the
energy surrounding the company as
they move forward.
CONTINUED TO PAGE 2
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Gaffney sees bright days ahead for Stratford Festival

Continued from Front
“I had the chance to see (Chicago)
early in the preview period, and I was
in a 90 per cent house, and the audience
was just into the show from the moment
the orchestra hit the first note,” she said.
“They just seem so eager to be back in

the theatre. We were all wearing masks
and following protocols, but I think really it’s been a tonic to be able to experience live theatre again and such a big
production with so many artists on the
stage.”
Seeing that production did wonders for

Gaffney’s spirit, just like the audience
finally got to release their pent-up passions for seeing live theatre once again.
The symbiotic relationship between performers and audience has never had the
kind of two-way pull it has right now.
“Given that we had to cancel the first
couple of previews, there was great anticipation to getting to the stage and
having an audience and there was such
hard work to be able to make that hap-

pen. Having to wait for a few more days,
I think that just heightened the anticipation for the artists,” Gaffney said. “I
think they love getting the reaction from
the audiences. And as I said, the audience are so into the show, they are reacting to everything at every chance – they
give those extra-long standing ovations
at the end. There’s clearly a great, pentup hunger to be back in a theatre again.
CONTINUED TO PAGE 6
(CONTRIBUTED PHOTO)

FOR YOU,
MOM

Julia Wilkinson,
left, is pictured with
sister, Jane, and her
late mother, Mary.
Wilkinson is giving
her time to help with
this year’s Canadian
Cancer Society Relay
For Life, the first one
she’ll have been able
to attend in person
since her mother’s
passing last year.

Looking For Closeness Again

FINALLY OFFICIAL

(MATT HARRIS PHOTO)

There were actors young and old to go along with some other dignitaries at the Tom
Patterson Theatre’s ribbon cutting on Tuesday, May 10. The long wait to officially open the
theatre paid off, as a large crowd gathered to hear speeches from Antoni Cimolino, Stratford Mayor Dan Mathieson and Festival Executive Director Anita Gaffney.

Continued from Front
“My mom was always there for my
sister Jane and me – no matter what
we needed or when,” she said. “Whether she was driving us to swim practice
or piano lessons, helping us with math
homework or proofreading our essays…
she encouraged us to be ourselves and
do what we loved. As a teacher in the
community for many years, I know we
weren’t the only kids who benefitted
from her infectious enthusiasm and infinite encouragement.”
It was odd when Mary became sick,
since she felt the need to apologize to
her daughter. Julia recounts her mother’s
hatred of the disease making her family
so sad and leaving her unable to help the
way she was used to. But she expressed
her gratitude every chance she got when
it came to the small things her family
helped her with, making sure that when
the day arrived and she wasn’t there any
more, they would be okay.
“I think it was hard for her to let us
step in and, probably for the first time,
take care of her,” Wilkinson said of the
situation. “She was always so appreciative and thanked us constantly, even for
little things like helping her order Christmas presents online or washing a load of
laundry. And on the days when she had
enough strength, she would use it all up
doing things for other people, like teaching my dad to make her famous gravy.
Throughout her 11-month illness, she did
what she could to maintain her sparkle
so that we could remain hopeful.”
With the return of that much-needed human connection to Relay for Life,
Wilkinson knows it’s going to be a jumble of emotions for her and everyone else
there. Knowing there is no right way to
feel is one thing, but sharing a common
experience on multiple levels is something else entirely. And having lived
through a cancer diagnosis with some-

one so close to her, Wilkinson says it’s
important to get what they go through as
well as what those close to them experience as well.
“My mom was so strong – steely
strong – but, on may days, couldn’t see
her own strength. Every day brought up
different emotions – for her and us – and
I learned there’s no ‘right’ way to feel.
Everyone has their own way of coping,
and it’s important to remember that just
because someone isn’t reacting the same
was as you, doesn’t mean their reaction
is wrong,” she said. “We all have different tools in our toolbox. The important
thing is that, as a family, you do the best
you can to stick together – and I’m proud
to say my sister, dad and I did just that.
By supporting one another, you can better support the person in your life with
cancer.”
The Stratford Relay for Life (scheduled for Saturday, June 11 from 5:3010:30 p.m.) will be following all public
health guidelines and recommendations
to ensure everyone’s safety, and the
fundraising goal for Stratford is set at
$60,000. It is estimated that two out of
every five Canadians are expected to be
diagnosed with cancer in their lifetime,
and if people take any message away
from this year’s event, Wilkinson hopes
that people will feel just that – hope.
“Hope is powerful and should not be
underestimated – some days, hope can
be hard to hold on to, but June 11 will
not be one of those days,” she said. “Personally, I am looking to keep my mom
alive by continuing her legacy of helping
others – whether that be through fundraising, captaining a team, or simply
helping reignite people’s hope… Relay
for Life allows me to feel close to her,
even though she’s no longer here.”
Those wanting to register for the
event can do so by logging on to
www.relayforlife.ca/stratford.
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Fox to carry Liberal banner in Perth-Wellington riding
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Health care, housing top of mind for freshman candidate

MATTHEW HARRIS
Stratford Times Editor

The Ontario Liberal Party has nominated Ashley Fox as their candidate for the
Perth-Wellington riding in the upcoming
provincial election.
Fox, a registered practical nurse as well
as a nurse case manager and community
outreach coordinator with Promyse Home
Care in Kitchener-Waterloo who calls
Palmerston home, says that one of her top
priorities should be elected will be to push
for improved health care across the province. A problem that reaches back to well
before the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, Fox says things need to get better
to fix long-standing problems.
“I’ve worked on the front lines during
this pandemic, and I can tell you that the
issues we faced were made worse by the
under-funding we experienced before the
pandemic happened,” she said. “A disservice has been done to seniors, as well as
students. We haven’t made either of those
groups a priority.”
Part of the Liberal platform is aimed at
repealing Bill 124, and Fox said that piece
of legislation makes it hard to recruit and
retain doctors and other health care work-

es people are facing tryers. She pointed to reing to make ends meet.
cent staffing shortages
“I believe that being
in Clinton and St. Marys
forcing the suspension
able to hear from peoof medical services at
ple in your community
hospitals in those comis important, especially
now because we havmunities as proof that
bill does more harm than
en’t always had the best
good.
relationships with our
She also made a point
government reps in the
of using her lengthy expast,” she said. “I want
the people that I repperience in nursing to
back up her point. Priresent to know they’re
marily rooted in senior
being heard. Lots of peocare, Fox’s work has inple are looking for reliability and relatability
cluded her volunteering
ASHLEY FOX
– politicians can be on a
with the Region of Waterloo Public Health Unit
different level and don’t
to assist in COVID-19 vaccinations in lo- always know what it’s like on the ‘ground
cal retirement communities and long-term level’ like most of the population is. I’m a
care homes. She has also a two-term board first-time home owner and a soon-to-be
member of the College of Nurses of Ontar- mother as well. I see the struggles that evio, providing leadership in governance and eryone is going through and I want them to
health regulation.
know I understand what it’s like.”
Lest one thinks that Fox is a one-trick
While outsiders may see Fox’s later
pony, she acknowledges that education and nomination in the riding as a potential
housing affordability are also key issues roadblock, as both Jo-Dee Burbach for the
for her during this campaign. Being from a NDP and Matthew Rae for the Consersmaller rural community as well as a first- vatives have been known as their party’s
time home owner, she knows the challeng- choices for nearly a month before Fox was

announced, she doesn’t see that as a detriment to her campaign. She’s banking on
the fact she’ll be able to build relationships
across the riding as she goes along and
works towards the June 2 election.
“People in the northern part of this riding known me well, and I believe the closer
we get to election day it will be important to keep reaching out to everyone in
Perth-Wellington,” she said. “I want to get
my message out, and I think people are noticing the importance of this election, so I
don’t see this as a problem at all.”
It’s that desire to represent the whole riding – the urban parts as well as the rural
ones – that is fueling Fox’s push to the finish line.
“If there’s anything that this pandemic has really shown us is that health care
and senior care are absolutely vital in this
province, and we need to make sure we
have the policies and legislation in place
to ensure it is a priority,” she said. “And
as someone who grew up in this riding, I
know this is one of the most productive
agricultural regions in Ontario. We need
a government that acknowledges and
cares about our rural public education,
our environmental concerns, and protecting land use.”

Hosken to represent New Blue party in Perth-Wellington riding
Q&A with new party’s candidate

MATTHEW HARRIS
Stratford Times Editor

For many voters in this election, there
will be a new choice appearing on the
ballot. And for locals in the riding of
Perth-Wellington, that new choice will be
represented by a new face to politics.
Bob Hosken, a long-time resident of
Harriston and high school math teacher at
Wellington Heights in Mount Forest, will
be one of the choices on ballots this June
as he represents the New Blue Party. Born
and raised in Kirkland Lake, Hosken and
his wife have a family of two daughters.
He indulges in a few hobbies, including
coaching high school hockey and playing
guitar, and prior to teaching he worked in
the private sector as well as owning a small
restaurant business – something he credits
giving him an appreciation for the work
ethic required to be an entrepreneur.
Hosken agreed to be interviewed by the
Stratford Times’ Matt Harris. What follows
is the question & answer session from that
interview.
Stratford Times: Have you ever run for
political office before, and if so, which office and how did that turn out?
Bob Hosken: No, this is my first run for
office but not my first experience with politics. I look forward to the challenge, knowing that I have the support of my family and
friends. I enjoy a good debate. Listening to
different points of view is the only way to
learn and sharpen your critical thinking
skills.
ST: It’s safe to assume that you have conservative leanings politically-speaking, so

parties, and promote and
what is it about the New
protect the family unit
Blue’s party platform
and our individual rights
that spoke to you and
and freedoms as Canadimade you want to run
under their banner in this
ans.
coming election?
ST: How does the New
BH: I have great reBlue platform differ from
the Ontario Progressive
spect for Belinda KarConservative platform,
ahalios, a sitting New
and how do you plan on
Blue MPP at Queen’s
making that distinction
Park, who seems to be
clear when you’re camthe only opposition voice
left in the legislature
paigning?
against the Ford PC govBH: As Belinda Karahalios recently said about
ernment. All three esFord’s Progressive Contablishment parties don’t
BOB HOSKEN
seem to represent anyone
servative party, ‘it’s ‘progressively left, and conbut themselves. Belinda
was kicked out of the PC caucus for vot- serving nothing’. The Ford PC party has
ing against Bill 195 – the ironically-named been spending more of our taxpayer money
‘Reopening Ontario Act’ – which did noth- than the Wynne Liberal government who
ing to stop the spread of a virus but instead preceded them – and that was before the
hurt families, small and medium-sized pandemic. And the worst part is that they
businesses, and especially our children. In- have no strategy to balance the budget in
stead of shrinking away as an independent the future. That doesn’t sound fiscally conMPP, Belinda and her husband Jim decid- servative to me. They also supported every
ed to start the New Blue Party of Ontario. left-wing policy coming from the federal
This is a grassroots effort and many of the Liberal/NDP party in the last two years,
candidates running are just like me: teach- including the newest daycare program
ers, police officers, nurses, small business and carbon taxes. Every PC MPP voted in
owners – not party insiders. I believe our favour of advancing Bill-67 past second
New Blue Party has the opportunity to reading, a private education bill introduced
represent those voters who feel they have by an NDP MPP. The only MPP who voted
been left out and no longer have a voice in against this was Belinda Karahalios.
ST: Setting aside party politics, what are
Ontario politics. The New Blue platform is
one that will grow our economy by cutting the issues of greatest importance to you for
wasted taxpayer subsidies, fight against this election? And what do you believe are
the powerful corporate lobbies who seem the ones most important to voters and the
to have taken control of our establishment public at large?

BH: I think most people in Ontario are
experiencing a drop in their standard of living with the rising prices of commodities.
All prices will rise when the price of gas
and diesel rises. This is a direct result of the
green energy policies being promoted by
the Ford PC government, who are, again,
following the federal Liberal/NDP policies. The push for green energy is being
subsidized by the taxpayer, whether it be
the existing contracts of wind turbines or
future electric vehicle production. If governments have to subsidize private company business models, those are not good
business models. New Blue will put an
end to using taxpayer money to subsidize
threse economy-killing, disastrous plans.
ST: Can you sum up the goal of your
campaign in three sentences or less?
BH: I am running to be the representative of the people of Perth-Wellington in
the Ontario legislature; not to govern over
them or blindly follow what the party and
their lobbyists want. Ontario needs to move
forward – the right way forward. It’s time
to get our province working again by empowering individuals, strengthening our
democracy, defending taxpayers, promoting small businesses, and standing up for
faith and families. Ontario’s establishment
political parties are entrenched in radical
left-wing ideology that seeks to socially
re-engineer our province through tax-andspend economics, government overreach,
and crony capitalism.
Those wishing to find out more about the
New Blue Party of Ontario can find their
party platform and other related details on
their website at www.newblueontario.com.
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Election Promises –
Why Bother Anymore?

Stratford Times Editor

So it’s officially the silly season and another election
is upon us. That makes sense, because it’s spring time
in Ontario – why shouldn’t the number of political candidates rival the number of black flies a typical cottager
has to swat away?
It’s not the actual process of having an election that
is the pain here. We should all be quite thankful for the
country we live in and the seriousness with which it holds
its democratic values and institutions. But we could do
without the clown show that comes with it.
Seriously. Enough with the campaign promises.
It’s this kind of semi-regular babble that drives the average person to distraction, if for no other reason than
you find yourself asking things like, ‘if this is such a
good idea, why didn’t you think of it sooner?’, or ‘why
do you think so little of my vote that you feel you have to
bribe me with things to get it?’.
Let’s look at a few examples of the latest free-for-all
that is the grab-bag of promises our politicians are tossing out there to sway you in June:
- The Ontario Conservatives have a list that, if
you printed it off on a dot matrix printer would in
fact be as long as your arm. They want to commit
$15.1 million over three years to ‘improve and expand’ the Ontario Immigrant Nominee Program;
they promise nearly $160 billion over 10 years for
highways, transit and hospitals (with $20 billion of
that coming this year); new tax breaks for low-income workers and seniors; increasing compensation for workers injured on the job; spend $1 billion
over three years to expand home care.
- The Ontario Liberals are pitching the following -- $10 a day for before and after school care,
complementing the federal government’s similar
pledge; a slate of reforms to combat racism, along
with $10 million in grants for Black entrepreneurs
and small businesses; a handgun ban within the first
year of being elected; slashing transit fares to $1
per ride for every transit line in the province along
with making monthly passes only $40 (at an estimated cost of approximately just over $1.8 billion
by 2024); investing $10 billion to build and repair
schools across the province and then cap class sizes

at 20 students for every grade while hiring 10,000
more teachers.
- The Ontario NDP has these ideas in mind for
you – promising to expand OHIP coverage to include universal mental health care; planting 1 billion trees by 2030 and establishing a youth climate
corps; regulate gas prices, bring back rent control
for all apartments; scrap Bill 124 which limits public sector compensation increases; hold a public inquiry into the COVID-19 response; raise the minimum wage to $20 in 2026 with annual $1 increases.
- The Green Party is promising to reduce wait
times for mental health cases for young people and
children to 30 days or less; they will enact the UN
Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities; clean up the mercury poisoning in Grassy Narrows First Nation; a tax on domestic homebuyers
with multiple properties while also implementing
a first-time homebuyer support plan; bring 60,000
young people into the new climate economy through
tuition funding and guaranteed apprenticeships.
That is, by far, an incomplete list of the promises that
have been made as candidates sprint to the finish line.
But ask yourself this: if these ideas are worthy of being
brought up now when politicians want something of you,
where were these same ideas before?
Take the sitting majority Conservatives. On April 27,
they promised to commit $87 million over three years
that would help Toronto police with new resources for
community safety and to fight gun and gang violence.
Great. Everyone can get on board with that idea because
who doesn’t like the idea of living in a safer community?
But why does this need to be something dangled in exchange for a vote in the blue column? Doesn’t common
sense dictate that properly trained law enforcement is a
given and not an exception? Do we really need to waste
time amending a law that says the WSIB headquarters in
Toronto – 600,000 square feet of space that rings up $30
million in cost every year – can legally move to London,
or is that just a little too much common sense for everyone to take all at once?
When this is over and the promises have been kept,
broken or just plain forgotten, we’ll be left to ask ourselves the same question we are almost always faced
with after an election: did I really sell my vote for more
magic beans?

Letter to the Editor
Keep up the good work
Dear Editor,
As a newcomer to Stratford, I have been enjoying your
paper, particularly the columns by April Taylor on interesting people and places here in The Festival City.
Her stories have been edifying and enlightening,

increasing my education on what a wonderful place this
town really is. Keep up the good work!
Jeff Kades
Stratford

Guiding Principles

1. Everyone has a story
2. The news should be free for all to enjoy
3. Good news beats bad news
4. A Newspaper should be a community effort (contribute to your local paper!)
5. Newspapers document history
6. Newspapers strengthen communities
7. Advertisers, big or small, should profit from their ads (meaning sensible ad rates)
8. Newspapers should be locally-owned and operated
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Pettapiece prepares to say goodbye as June election draws closer
Conservative MPP proud of Queens Park career

In the decade-plus that Randy Pettapiece
has been the Member of Provincial Parliament for this area, he’s seen how provincial government works from both sides of
the aisle. There have been frustrations to
go with celebrations, missed opportunities
to offset milestone accomplishments.
And as he enters his final days as the
MPP for Perth-Wellington, Pettapiece took
a look back at how everything unfolded
and how, for his part, it played out pretty
much the way it had to.
“Picking out my most significant achievements as MPP for this riding … that’s kind
of a difficult question because there have
been things from back then and things recently that have been big,” he said. “If you
look back to when I was first elected, you
look at the wind turbine issue which pretty much helped me get elected in the first
place during my first term. There was a lot
of resistance to that and the way government worked at that time with the Green
Energy Act … being in opposition meant
we had no say. But the communities across
North Perth jumped in and it took a lot of
effort but we got those projects stopped.”
One of his other achievements was his
work on long-term care homes, work that
got started when Hillside Nursing Home
made news for its scheduled closure which
meant beds would be moved out of the
area. While that issue hasn’t been totally
resolved, Pettapiece believes he’s done his
best to preserve long-term care in the riding.
“The government of the day kept coming back saying that we had too many beds

I thought it was going to
here and we could nevbe’, then it wasn’t so bad.
er understand that – we
I can’t name any specific
had a backlog of people
bills that were like that,
and we still do, trying
but it’s a different story
to find places in nursing
when you’re in governhomes,” he said. “With
baby boomers coming
ment or in opposition.
along, it was just going
And for six years, I was
to increase that pressure.
part of the minority and
So the previous governthere were some frusment to us, they only
trating times.”
created 670 beds over 15
Taking a look at the
years. But once again,
whole riding and how
with a lot of community
it is sometimes seen as
support, we got involved
a house divided (Conand we made a recent
servative support in the
RANDY PETTAPIECE
announcement to build a
more rural areas, while
new nursing home comLiberal and NDP backers
plex in Perth County. That was quite a win tend to reside in urban centres), Pettapiece
had to ponder the question of whether or
for the riding.”
Pettapiece also took the opportunity to not the riding is in a better place now than
point that his work to get the Rea and Wal- when he first assumed office in 2011.
“We had just come through a recent
ter Act (Truss and Lightweight Construction Identification) – a bill change parts of recession, which didn’t do anybody any
the building code in the wake of the deaths good at all – in this riding, in Ontario and
of firefighters Ken Rea and Ray Walter of around the world,” he said. “But now we
Listowel – was passed after a lot of work. find ourselves in a position that sees reWhen asked if there was anything on the cord numbers of manufacturers and busiother side of the ledger that he just had to nesses in need of employees. We have to
live with even if he didn’t approve, Pet- find ways to attract people to the trades,
to attract drivers and farm workers and
tapiece couldn’t help but crack a joke.
“Well, you know we had 72 MPPs so we whatever else. It’s a neat position to be in
had a pretty big majority … but you can’t because that means our industries and our
always get 72 MPPs to agree on every- businesses are enjoying better times than
thing,” he laughed. “We would hold cau- they were back then.”
Whichever party forms the next governcus meetings every Tuesday, and I think
I’ve tried to look at both sides of the story. ment in Queen’s Park will have their hands
Certainly there were things I didn’t agree full – inflation, farming/land issues, health
with fully, but after it was explained to me, care, home ownership are just a small samif I was able to look at the other wise and ple of what’s waiting. But Pettapiece besay, ‘you know, maybe this isn’t as bad as lieves the province is in good shape to han-

Minister of Finance Peter Bethlenfalvy released the 2022 provincial budget, Ontario’s
Plan to Build. The budget is based on five pillars: Rebuilding Ontario’s Economy; Working for Workers; Building Highways and Key
Infrastructure; Keeping Costs Down; and A
Plan to Stay Open.
Perth-Wellington MPP Randy Pettapiece
was at Queens Park for the budget presentation. He praised the government’s plan: “This
budget addresses many of the things that
matter to us in Perth-Wellington,” he said. “It
will help prepare us for the future, especially when it comes to job training, infrastructure, and building the healthcare capacity we
need.”
“These are major investments in our future.
But at the same time, the government’s plan
is responsible. It is a recovery plan that will
eliminate Ontario’s deficit two years ahead of
schedule,” he added. “I am confident that the
people of Ontario will support these priorities, and I hope this budget will be passed.”
The budget supports creating good manufacturing jobs as Ontario becomes a North
American leader in building the vehicles of
the future. It also invests nearly $4 billion to
support high-speed internet access to every
community in Ontario by the end of 2025.
Pettapiece praised this investment as being
exceptionally important to small communi-

ties and rural Ontario.
To support workers and help connect them
to better paying jobs, the budget includes $1
billion annually in employment and training
programs to help people retrain and upgrade
their skills. The province will also invest an
additional $114.4 million over three years in
its Skilled Trades Strategy.
“For years, local employers have told me
that they cannot find enough skilled workers,” Pettapiece said. “I am pleased that the
government has a meaningful plan to address
this.”
The budget includes an ambitious plan to
invest in highways and critical infrastructure
across the province. It also includes $14 billion over the next ten years to build and renew schools and childcare spaces.
Locally, it will also mean faster train trips
from Stratford and St. Marys with track improvements for faster and more frequent GO
transit service.
To reduce costs for families the budget
promises a long-term plan to address the
housing crisis, informed by the Housing Affordability Task Force’s recommendations.
This includes supporting the creation of all
types of housing by speeding up approvals to
get more shovels in the ground faster, prioritizing Ontario homebuyers. It also introduces
a housing supply action plan every year for

MATTHEW HARRIS
Stratford Times Editor

dle whatever is coming, pointing out that
province’s chief financial officer is saying
Ontario is on track to eliminate its deficit
in a few years. That, Pettapiece says, gives
him hope.
“This is a person who is not a member
of a government party – he just crunches
numbers and he believes we’re ahead of
what we have projected,” Pettapiece said.
“He thinks the way we are going right
now will get us to (deficit elimination) in
a couple of years. Another reason I have
hope is that industries are coming back to
Ontario that had left in the past years because of different issues. Just look at the
auto industry – GM, Daimler Chrysler and
Ford all went through some issues and they
pulled out of Ontario and went elsewhere,
but they’re coming back. They’re seeing
Ontario as a place to invest in again.”
In wrapping up his thoughts, Pettapiece
was asked if he felt he was leaving anything on the table unfinished. There’s always something to be done, he said, which
is true of any job. But in making the decision to step away and let someone else take
up the charge – that someone being former
assistant Matthew Rae – Pettapiece knew
it was the right time to go.
“I want to retire and I want to do some
other things,” he said. “As far as being
satisfied with my work, I’ll let somebody
else judge that. I think we’ve done a fairly
good job since we’ve been here – my staff
has been incredible in helping me through
things and keeping me out of trouble. But
I look at that first election where I won by
only 210 votes. And in my last election,
I was between 8,000-9,000 votes ahead.
That gives me some satisfaction, being
trusted for three elections.”

Pettapiece praises parts of Conservative pre-election budget

capital grants over a 10-year period which inthe next four years.
In its Plan to Stay Open, the budget in- cludes $1.4 billion in the coming school year,
cludes historic investments in hospitals with and improving child care options by creating
an additional $3.3 billion in 2022-23, bring- 86,000 ‘new, high-quality child care spaces’.
ing the total additional investments in hospi- Among the areas specifically noted in this
section was Milverton Public School.
tals to $8.8 billion since 2018-19.
A commitment to more long-term care
The government is also investing $3.5 billion over three years to continue the more- beds was also included in the budget, with
than-3,000 hospital beds added during the Mitchell’s Ritz Lutheran Villa slated for 128
pandemic. It also supports continuing the LTBs to be upgraded.
For a more comprehensive look at the prohundreds of new adult, pediatric and neonatal
critical care beds added during COVID-19.
vincial budget, go to https://budget.ontario.
To improve home care services for seniors, ca/2022/
the budget also includes an adNOW HIRING
ditional $1 billion over the next
three years. The government is
peopleCare Tavistock
also proposing a new, refundPositions available at our
able Ontario Seniors Care at
Tavistock LTC Home
Home Tax Credit to help seniors aged 70 and older with
Summer Students – Dietary Department
eligible home care medical
expenses to help people stay in Apply to: jgarcia@superiorfacilityservices.com
their homes longer.
PT Environmental Aide/Laundry
In supplementary documentation supplied by Mr. Apply to: glennda@superiorfacilityservices.com
Pettapiece’s office, some key
We welcome you to join the team!
areas that are of interest to
Southwestern Ontario were
highlighted. Expanded GO
Transit services, modernizing
schools through $14 billion in
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Swartwood reflects on journey to become
Stratford’s first police chaplain

EMILY STEWART
Stratford Times Correspondent

The Stratford Police Service’s first police
chaplain enjoys the connections he’s made
through his training the most.
Charles Swartwood became part of the
Stratford Police Service around five years
ago, after serving as a pastor for Stratford’s
Bethel Church. Mike Bellai, the Stratford
Police Chief at the time asked Swartwood
if he would be interested in becoming the
first police chaplain for the city.
Stratford Police Service fast-tracked the
Canadian Police Chaplain Association program for Swartwood. The courses cover
topics such as spiritual diversity, officer
stress management, notification of next of
kin, funerals and spiritual events, and emotional survival in law enforcement.
"The greatest takeaway from this training is the people that I’m meeting,” Swart-

people, very low on answers, but being a
part of a culture that we could just develop
friendships,” he said.
Swartwood added that his definition of
spirituality expanded because of the experience. For example, some officers practice
spirituality by engaging in their hobbies or
riding a motorcycle.
Swartwood is expected to complete the
course in Fall 2022. After that, he will be
continuing his education as much as possible, which he is doing through the Police
Chaplain Association of Ontario. The association formed because of the inability to
meet in-person on a National scale and to
connect the Ontario police chaplains.
"It's going to be ongoing training with
police services and different chaplains
from different faith communities that we
have and that we support,” he said. “We're
just looking for ways that we can support
that in this province."

New Parkview United Church minister admires
adaptability of members
TIMES

STRATFORD
EMILY STEWART

put it on hold and delayed
wood said. “It's the consome of the courses betacts, it's the experienced
chaplains across the nacause of restrictions on
tion. They are part of my
in-person gatherings.
database. I don't have to
“My course could’ve
been taken a couple of
know everything there
years ago, but it’s now
is to know about police
just available because of
chaplaincy, however I
the restrictions that are
have access to chaplains
being lifted,” Swartwood
across the nation."
said.
The Canadian Police
Becoming Stratford’s
Chaplain
Association
first police chaplain was
includes Ontario Prointimidating for Swartvincial Police (OPP), the
RCMP, First Nations
wood at first because he
Police, and municipal
had never served as a popolice services. There is CHARLES SWARTWOOD lice chaplain before.
a lot of collaboration be"As I found myself imtween the those involved in the association. mersed in that, I found the pastoring exThe program was usually an annual perience that I had for well over 45 years
week-long training course that occurred really translated well because there’s just
in-person, but the COVID-19 pandemic this nurturing side. It’s just being there for

Stratford Times Correspondent

Parkview United Church’s newest minister is impressed with the community
within the church and its adaptability so
far.
Gavin Williams became the church’s
newest minister in 2021. In an electronic
interview with the Stratford Times, Williams said that he joined the church because of its history and the community’s
innovation.
“Parkview was the first United Church
congregation formed after the United

Church itself was formed in 1925 - previous to that, the formative denominations were Methodist, Congregationalist
or Presbyterian. Parkview was a pioneer
in what it meant to be a United Church
and create its own character and history,”
he said via email. “I was impressed with
their search committee's desire to build
upon that strong foundation and vision
towards the future -- looking at variety
in music, innovation in worship, the Affirming process, and outreach to the community through things like the "Longest
Night" fundraiser and support of the food
bank.”
Before Parkview, Williams attended the Atlantic
School of Theology in Hal-
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ifax and graduated in 2020 with a Master’s in Divinity. He also served at Rockton-Sheffield for six months.
Parkview United Church ran both
in-person - with physical distancing - and
online worship services, and the church
has had to adapt to the ever-changing circumstances of the COVID-19 Pandemic.
Along with running worship services
online for most of the winter, Williams
is still spending time getting to know everyone as a new member of Parkview .
In addition to worship services, church
events like dinners, movie nights, and
discussion groups were impacted by the
Pandemic. Many gatherings were forced
to move online, despite not everyone
having a computer.

Despite the challenges, the church continued on and made an online service,
something they were doing for the first
time and before Williams became part of
Parkview. Members of the church taught
themselves how to post on Facebook Live,
YouTube, and Zoom for their services.
“At Parkview they seem to know that
the best way to get through a crisis is to
start where you are with what you have,
and be willing to learn to do what's right
and necessary to keep moving forward,”
Williams said. “Nobody's perfect, but
they're always willing to do the next right
thing, one step at a time.”
Visit parkviewunitedstratford.ca for
more information about the church and its
services.

...bright days ahead for Stratford Festival

Continued from page 2
“And I think it’s emotional for the artists, too, who haven’t been able to do this work for a couple of years in
this kind of scale. Being back in a room with the audience
members is a mix of emotions because we’re all still being
so cautious in regards to COVID. There is still that feeling of being in a room with that many people, but also the
enormous joy of being able to put into practice the skills
these individuals have honed and trained for many years.”
Looking back at what the company has been through
makes Gaffney a little introspective. In her role as executive director of the Festival and as a fan of the product,
it’s been a long road to haul to get to this point but she’s
grateful to be where they are and have learned valuable
lessons along the way.
“This has taught all of us a little resilience and about
flexibility in ways we didn’t ever realize we’d be tested in,”
she said. “I think in many ways it’s brought all of us closer
to one another, as we work together through these challenges. And having to make decisions constantly without
all the information and lots of uncertainty in the marketplace … that’s really tested our decision-making ability,
and I think that’s been good for the team at the Festival.”
She added that she and others around the company have
developed better listening habits as a result of working
through the pandemic-related issues, learning not to jump

to a decision right away but rather taking some time to
assess if that really is the best decision. But the one thing
Gaffney is hesitant to say is that this is ‘back to normal’;
rather than that, she sees a new horizon.
“We know that we can come back in a big way, as audiences start to return to the theatre and visitors start to
return to the community and last year with our outdoor
performances, it was amazing,” she stated. “It felt like a
real new and different connection to the community. Being
able to walk past the tents out there, seeing all the activities and families out there enjoying it all was a wonderful
energy. We now own those tents, so I’m sure they will pop
up again in the future.”
And the future has arrived. Even with the Tom Patterson
Theatre now open, Gaffney has plenty of reasons to still be
jazzed about the coming summer. She’s looking forward to
Hamlet and seeing how Amaka Umeh handles the titular
role, and she’s eager to take in the romp Every Little Nookie. She admits she’d love to take the summer off and spend
it gorging on one performance after another, but there is
always work to be done.
“I just think it’s a wonderful season and we’re very lucky
to have this kind of work so close to home,” she said.
The season runs now through the end of October. Visit
www.stratfordfestival.ca to check show dates and ticket
availability.
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Stratford Sunday Market returns for
another season and beyond
MATTHEW HARRIS
Stratford Times Editor

Anyone who has spent time in the downtown core during the summer months and
into the early fall might have gotten used
to a familiar sight every Sunday in Festival Square. Local farmers gathered for
the Stratford Sunday Market, bringing
their best to offer up to people shopping
for sustainably-produced quality goods.
And now, thanks to a collection of vendors from the Market, it’s going to be
sticking around for a while.
Natalie Kohlruss, an herb farmer and
owner of Huron Earth, is one of three
farmers who had been a vendor at the
SSM previously but took action when they
heard the market’s former operator had
planned to step away from the operation.
Joined by fellow farmers Laurie Ahrens,
an organic farmer of Edible Acres, and
Erin Negus, a farmer/owner of
Hallowed Ground Gardens and chef/owner
of Alchemy Bake
Shoppe, the trio
stepped up to
make sure the
SSM would
continue.
And as of
May 15, the
new season
for the market will have
kicked off.
“This market, at the centre of Stratford,
is what we would
called a curated market where we
bring together the best
producers, makers and growers of the region to share their passions
with the community. It’s a place to not
only purchase weekly household staples,
but a setting that celebrates the things that
bring us intrinsically together: food, relationships, community,” Kohlruss said.
“The Stratford Sunday Market is smaller
than other markets so the focus is on quality and sustainability rather than quantity
of vendors. We would also like to incorporate musicians, buskers or different
artisans to turn the shopping experience
into a family-fun event each week.”
It took a little effort to make sure this
season would start on time, Kohlruss
said. She and Ahrens were informed at
the end of February the previous organizer was stepping away. The pair got busy
securing the necessary permits with the
city so they wouldn’t miss opening day.

Having been long-time vendors of the
market themselves, Kohlruss said they
wanted to ensure the market would survive to share its tradition. Knowing they
were going to need help, that’s when Negus was recruited to join the team. And
while all types of vendors as welcome at
the market, Kohlruss said they liked being
able to offer something unique to patrons
every week.
“We like being able to offer everyone the unique growers and makers that
are able to showcase their sustainable,
high-quality practices that not only produces good food but teaches them why it
is good food,” she said. “It’s an engaging
experience to be able to learn about each
vendor and the reason behind their passions.”
Each of the three bring their own unique
perspective to the Market: Kohlruss is a
chartered herbalist and herb farmer who
owns Huron Earth, a micro-herb
farm (under two acres) that
uses sustainable and
regenerative practices to specialize in
medicinal herbs
without the use
of herbicides
or pesticides;
Ahrens Edible Acres,
a
12-acre
certified organic farm
located outside of Thorndale
where
they grow nutrient-rich
organic
vegetables
and some fruits; Negus runs both Hallowed
Ground Gardens and Alchemy
Bake Shoppe, the latter of which is a
micro-bakery she began in 2019 with her
partner Kyle Zapf that serves creative and
unique pastries.
And while they all have a different lens
with which to view the market, Kohlruss
keeps it simple when asked about what
she finds most enjoyable about the SSM.
“The uniqueness, the quality of the vendors, the community support and how it
is something that the community looks
forward to each Sunday,” she said. “It has
a special event kind of feeling, rather than
just a place to purchase goods.”
The Stratford Sunday Market runs from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. in Festival Square behind Stratford City Hall every Sunday until the end of October. Find them on social
media to keep up-to-date on their latest
events and promotions.

FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL MEDIA
Facebook.com/StratfordTimesNewspaper
Twitter.com/Stratford_Times
Instagram.com/Stratford_Times

At Murphy Insurance Services Inc. we provide a wide variety of insurance coverage
for clients throughout Ontario. We have a total of 5 locations throughout Ontario and have been providing insurance for over 25 years. We offer our insurance
products for businesses and residents, and we cover a wide range of vehicles,
properties and businesses.
Murphy Insurance Services Inc. is hiring for our Milverton location at our Huron
View Insurance Brokerage branch office for an Insurance Broker. In this role, you
must possess a strong work ethic and be passionate and driven to service; if you
are looking to change careers or are a seasoned broker already – this role is for
you. We are willing to train up new individuals in the Insurance Industry! As
an employer, we believe in a proper work/life balance and encourage this through
our staff wellness days; generous personal, holiday and office closure days (for
example, we close at NOON every Friday prior to a holiday weekend).
Work hard; Rest hard!
This role will report to the VP Chief of Underwriting and to the
Chief of Operations and will be responsible for the following duties:
• Provide excellent customer service and professional and expert advice for all
lines of business (Personal, Farm, and intention to learn Commercial if not an
asset already, etc.)
• Respond to all service-related inquiries: policy changes, new business,
re-marketing and claims support;
• Maintaining accurate and thorough documentation of all client and insurer
communications utilizing our Broker Management System;
• Assisting Producing Brokers in the setting up of policy screens, renewal
follow up, policy changes, claims support, etc.;
• Renewal reviews to ensure retention targets are met;
• Cross-selling of all other insurance products offered by Huronview Insurance;
• Complete outbound calls as required for renewal review and special projects;
• Ability to work within a digital environment of company portals and digital
broker records;
• Prompt response to all customer inquiries by providing effective and efficient
customer service to all Carrier and Customer inquiries;
• Maintain and understand all underwriting guidelines and products for the
insurance companies Murphy Insurance Services works with;
• Resolve client concerns and complaints while ensuring that Murphy Insurance
Services Inc. standards are met and maintained.
Professional Requirements/Experience:
• RIBO Licensed (we will pay for your licensing if you do not already have it!);
• Minimum of a Community College diploma preferred;
• Minimum 1 years of related Insurance or any service industry experience;
• Service and client focused;
• Excellent negotiation, organizational, interpersonal,presentation, written and oral
communication skills;
• An unwavering commitment to delivering professionalism and expertise to our
clients and Insurance Carriers;
• Proficient in Microsoft Office: Word, Excel and Outlook; willing to learn
new programs;
• Excellent team player;
• Bondable: making bank deposits and receipting customers
The Good Stuff:
• Monday to Friday Work Schedule WITH HYBRID options available for
work-from-home or in-office flexibility
• 35 hour work week (8:30am – 4:30pm, one hour off for lunch)
• Education Reimbursement Program
• Competitive Salary
• Paid Vacation Days
• Paid Sick Days
• Group Benefits Plan (Health & Dental)
If this is the role for you, please send your resume to alex@murphyinsurance.ca
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World Atlas names Stratford as one of Ontario’s
most charming small towns

EMILY STEWART
Stratford Times Correspondent

Stratford, a city known for its dining,
theatre, and small businesses was recognized for its charming atmosphere.
World Atlas included Stratford in its “11
Most Charming Small Towns in Ontario”
article, and said its charm “oozes out of
every chocolate shop, boutique hotel, theater, and creatively designed (and well-executed) restaurant.” The article also listed
Tobermory, Niagara-on-The-Lake, Paris,
and Port Stanley among others.
Those involved in Stratford’s tourism
and small business sector were happy
about Stratford’s feature in the article.
“As Stratford residents and regular
Stratford visitors, we’ve always known
that Stratford is a destination truly unlike
any other,” April Murray, marketing and
media lead of Destination Stratford, said.
“We’re so proud of this and in turn, we see
more and more visitors every year."
Others, such as MacLeod’s Scottish

Shop owner Rob MacLeod Russell, also
said that the recognition was well-deserved.
“All the small businesses, independently
owned, that are so unique from one another, I think that's something that a lot of
downtowns don't have as much anymore
and I think people love that,” MacLeod
Russell said. “Of course, our culinary
scene in Stratford is pretty amazing too.”
Kristene Steed, owner of Rheo Thompson Candies, said that every resident and
neighbourhood of Stratford adds to the
city’s charm.
“It's all levels of our community and residents here that make this place pretty special. It's not just the downtown core, but
it's the pride and the ownership of people's
properties and the city, how it keeps the
parks system and all areas where we benefit,” Steed said.
The 2022 Stratford Festival will be a
theatre experience close to one seen before the COVID-19 pandemic. During the
pandemic, the 2020 Stratford Festival sea-

son was shelved and the 2021 season had
a selection of outdoor and cabaret performances. The city’s businesses are looking
forward to this summer.
“I think Stratford did well through the
pandemic because of all of the great things
we offer. I think we did better than some
communities,” MacLeod Russell said.
“But there's just no replacing the having
the theatre in full swing and having so
many people coming to town for that and
staying overnight and staying for several days. That definitely is what helps the
town achieve what it has.”
Brooke Barclay, the room manager of
Mercer Hall, said that the hotel is preparing for a return of theatre-goers this summer. Mercer Hall has been preparing for
its guests all winter and set up the patio in
late April.
“We’re really looking forward to welcoming everyone back. I've received so
many calls about people, even like 'How
did you survive COVID?' 'We're so excited
to come back and visit you.' So, we defi-

Friends of Shakespearean
Garden gains big donation

MATTHEW HARRIS
Stratford Times Editor

It’s going to be a big summer for
Friends of the Shakespearean Garden.
The Friends will be accepting a plantroot donation from the Canadian Peony
Society in order to help them rebuild a
280-foot long bed. The 75 root stalks
will be planted in the fall, capping what
promises to be another traffic-filled summer in the garden, which celebrates its
86th year.
Reg White, chair of the Friends of
Shakespearean Garden, said he researched the idea of planting peonies in
the garden and became enthused about it
when he saw the big, bold colours they
would offer to visitors. Digging around,
he got the name of Joan Campbell from
the Canadian Peony Society. A few
months and some 15 phone calls later, White finally got the answer he was
looking for.
“I called her up one day and she said
the board was interested, so I talked with

them in a cross-Canada video call,” he
said. “I gave them the history of the Garden, and they were impressed to hear it’s
the only Shakespearean Garden in all of
Canada. So, this project is going to help
us but it’s also going to help them as they
celebrate their 25-year anniversary.”
This is just the latest in a long line of
checkmarks the Friends have been ticking off since the start of the COVID-19
pandemic. Two years ago, White and
other like-minded garden enthusiasts
formed the Friends committee with the
intent of encouraging the Board of Park
Management to make some improvements. And even while their official activities were shuttered during the worst
of the pandemic, White and others still
found ways to keep busy.
“During that time, we created the
first-ever visitor’s brochure, and then last
summer we decided to donate an urn as
the focal point (of the garden),” he said.
“To our surprise, the local horticultural
society offered to cover the cost of the
urn for us.”
The Friends’ biggest
project of the year will be
restoring the rose garden.
That is scheduled to take
place mid-summer.
To earn the distinction
of being called a Shakespeare Garden, it must
be a themed garden that
cultivates some or all of
the 175 plants mentioned
in the works of William
Shakespeare. They are
most often public gardens
associated with parks,
universities or Shakespearean festivals.

(MATT HARRIS PHOTOS)

MAKING A
DIFFERENCE

Don Farwell, left, and Felicity
Sutcliffe of ReLeaf Stratford
joined June Eligh-Feryn and
Marianne Van den Heuvel from
TreeTrust.ca during the Earth
Day Party in Festival Square to
promote greening up the local
landscape. There will be 2022
trees planted in town this year
by ReLeaf Stratford.

NEED A RIDE?

Wayne Sjaarda, Dave Jasper
and Rosemary Jasper were
at the Earth Day Party in
Stratford promoting Cycle
Stratford. They provided a map
of the city’s available cycle
routes as well as information
about their club.

nitely feel the love from everyone. Even
our friends from the States are so excited
to come back. It'll be a really great season."
Steed said that residents and visitors
of Stratford alike found ways outside of
the Stratford Festival to support the city
during the past few summers, such as getting ice cream or coffee and walking by
the river.
“We know that even without the festival that the community and so many of
the patrons of the festival want to support
Stratford and the downtown restaurants
and the businesses saw that kind of activity the last couple of summers from people
making trips to come to Stratford,” she
said. “They came to Stratford because it
was part of their routine, it was part of the
experience of being in Stratford and even
though they couldn't be a part of the festival, they still wanted to be a part of what
was happening in the community."
Visit
www.worldatlas.com/cities/11most-charming-small-towns-in-ontario to
read the article.
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Times Past: Stratford was receptive to idea of
Shakespearean Festival

BETTY JO BELTON
Stratford-Perth Archives

In July of 1952, Tolten’s Garage on
Downie Street was selling “the all new
Canadian Built Nash Rambler” for a little
less than twenty-three hundred dollars.
The Stratford Wolf Cubs were enjoying
their time at Crehwing, the boy scout
summer camp on the River Nith. The
Avon Theatre was screening Paramount
Pictures’ “Aaron Slick from Punkin Crick
– the musical that’s got everything.” And,
at a special meeting of Stratford City
Council held on July 8, the minutes record
that the number one item on the agenda
was “a civic reception for Mr. Tyrone
Guthrie, British producer-director, who
will visit Stratford to survey and report
on the proposed Shakespearean Festival.”
This article is based on information found
in Stratford City Council minutes, back
issues of local newspapers, the Orr family
papers and reference books also available
at the Stratford-Perth Archives.
Having been advised that Tyrone Guthrie was the world expert on directing
Shakespeare’s plays, Tom Patterson had,
as Guthrie later wrote,” bombarded the
[city], bewildered the Parent-Teacher Association, bothered the clergy, bored the
Rotarians, browbeat the Elks and bullied

the Lions” until he raised enough money
to bring Guthrie across the Atlantic for
a couple of weeks to provide advice on
setting up a Shakespearean Theatre festival in Stratford. Supporters had raised
upwards of a thousand dollars and City
Council added another six hundred at
their special meeting to help cover the expenses of civic receptions for Guthrie.
Two receptions were planned for Toronto, with a third in Stratford. The Toronto receptions were held at the Royal
York Hotel with one for leading figures
of the Canadian theatre and another for
leading representatives of Canadian press
and radio. The Stratford reception was
to be “open to representatives of Stratford organizations and persons interested
and who would be active if the proposed
scheme were acted upon.” A photograph
of Guthrie with the mayor and other dignitaries was published in the local paper
with comments that “Stratford evinced
new enthusiasm for creation of a Shakespearean theatre in this city and for a
Shakespearean festival following encouraging remarks and suggestions Thursday
night by Tyrone Guthrie...Those, along
with their partners, invited to meet Mr.
Guthrie were members of the Stratford
City Council, the Shakespearean Festival
Committee, the Board of Park Management, representatives of the
judiciary, industry, service
clubs, ministry, Perth County Council, little theatre, education, press and radio, the
Perth members of Parliament
and Provincial Legislature
and representatives of labour.
Also invited were the mayors
of St. Marys, Mitchell, Tavistock, and Listowel and former
mayors of Stratford.”
Tom Patterson described
Guthrie’s first visit here in an

interview with Richard Ouzounian for his they saw as they approved the now iconic
book Stratford Gold – “I think...he met design. Guthrie was scheduled to interevery shopkeeper in Stratford. Went and view actors in Toronto the next day but
introduced himself and said, “How are opted to stay in Stratford overnight to caryou?” And by the time he left, people were ry out a dawn inspection of potential sites
meeting him on the street and saying, “Hi to set up the stage. The site, he said, would
Tony, how are you doing?” Guthrie’s as- depend largely on surrounding beauty and
sessment of the local reaction is summed distance from any noise factor. It would
up in a comment that he made at a Rotary be somewhere along the river, the board
Club luncheon held in his honour - “sel- agreed. The board also approved a recomdom have I come into a community which mendation that Showalter be authorized
shows so much enthusiasm for a project to write to Alec Guinness, described by
labelled mad.”
Guthrie as “probably the most popular
Guthrie returned in December 1952 star in the world today, bar none” to enwith a “salesman’s model” of the proposed courage him to grace their new stage. Of
stage as designed by Tanya Moiseiwitsch course, the board did find a beautiful spot
to give Festival board members an idea near the river. Alec Guinness did sign on
of how it would look when the first plays to play Richard III the next summer. And,
opened in the summer of 1953. On the left, the 2022 Festival season will once again
those admiring the model are: Dr. Harri- bring many, many welcome visitors back
son A. Showalter, Board Chairman; Tom to Stratford.
Patterson, General Manager of the Foundation; and,
on the right Tyrone Guthrie and Ven. Archdeacon F.
Gwynne Lightbourn. The
board must have liked what
1) On every continent there is a city named what?

Queer Book of the Month Club

The Fabulous Zed Watson!
by Basil Sylvester & Kevin Sylvester
@SPL: J FIC Sylve
How is Zed Watson fabulous? Let me tell
you the ways! Zed is a fabulous dresser, for
starters. They prefer sweaters and sweatpants with bold patterns, no matter how hot
and sticky it is outside. Zed loves ice cream,
singalongs, and dancing the Mashed Potato. Zed named themselves – how sweet is
that?! Zed is charming, and they don’t mind
saying so. And oh yeah, Zed is perhaps the
biggest fan of the unpublished novel, The
Monster’s Castle, a Gothic tale of vampire-werewolf romance.
Along with their quiet, opera-appreciating, amateur botanist friend, Gabe, and his
no-nonsense, muscly, geologist sister, Sam,
Zed takes the last week of summer vacation to embark on
an epic adventure across the American West. The mission? To decode the mystery of The Monster’s Castle and
recover the lost manuscript! As with the best road trip
stories, mishaps and hijinks ensue. Along the way, Zed,
Gabe, and Sam meet a variety of colourful small town

9

characters who help them embrace the weird!
This cheerful, quirky, fast-paced adventure story comes
from Canadian child/parent team Basil and
Kevin Sylvester. Zed’s experiences as a
non-binary kid are based on Basil’s own
childhood. While gender identity is not the
story’s focus, the reader is reminded that it
is a fact of Zed’s everyday life. Zed is misgendered at ice-cream stands so often that
Gabe and Zed start taking bets and make
a game of it. More distressing is when Zed
is called by their deadname at the Canada/U.S. border. Several of the secondary
characters are implied to be non-binary,
trans, or lesbian, and Kevin Sylvester’s illustrations depict them with a variety of
skin tones and body types.
The Fabulous Zed Watson! is a fun and
hilarious tween read for nerds, geeks, and fan-folks everywhere! It is available at SPL as a hardcover book in our
Junior Fiction section.
Alida Lemieux
Public Service Librarian
Stratford Public Library

Weekend Quiz

2) What is the name of the poem John Keats wrote
to a singing bird?
3) What company is also the name of one of the
longest rivers in the world?
4) What in the animal kingdom is a doe?
5) What is the tallest mountain in the world?
6) How many centimetres in a metre?
7) What language is spoken in Norway?
8) What is the busiest airport in Britain called?
9) What number is a baker's dozen?
10) How many golf majors has Rory McIlroy won in
his career so far?
This week’s answers are found on pg. 31
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Engineering Robots at Stratford District Secondary School

LISA CHESTER-HANNA

Stratford Times Correspondent

Robots abound in Andrew Bradshaw’s
grade 12 engineering class. As he explains, engineering is all about searching
the world to find things that don’t exist but
should, and making them exist. He gives
the grade 12’s some parameters, but it’s
usually pretty open ended and he lets his
students explore what interests them.
What interests them these days is building robots, like remote controlled planes,
an autonomous robot programmed to
move items, and a prototype of a vector
drawing robot.
Sammy McNabb is designing and
building a remote controlled plane, his
interest is in mechatronic engineering.
His inspiration for the project played off a
class segment from last year, but because
of COVID, he wasn’t able to experience
the theme fully. In class there is more resources available to him and he thought a
remote control plane would be really cool.
“My primary interest is in mechatronics. Flying is a hobby interest. I was
brand new to this so I looked at YouTube
and tons of tutorials and looked at people
that have done it professionally for tips.
Nobody else here has done airplanes before so I was kind of on my own,” said
McNabb. He may have his plane deliver
something, but the main application for
his project is fun.
The plane is controlled remotely using a
transmitter and receiver built by McNabb;
the controller will send signals to the receiver in the plane, which in turn send
signals to the motor and flaps. The biggest
challenge to date is coding in the software.
“I’m having troubles with compatibility,
and I’m still trying to figure that out right
now. I’ve probably been working on the
project 40 or 50 hours. I just have to finish
making sure my software works, and testing out my components. I’ve got my body

GEARED UP

(MATT HARRIS PHOTO)

Sammy McNab and Aubrey Carter work on their robot.

ready. So I just have to put my components
in the body and seal it, then I’ll be flying
soon,” said McNabb.
Across the room a robot with forklift
like arms was moving around by itself in
a raised enclosed table. The objective is to
have the robot lift first one bowl, then a
second and bring it onto a ramp and balance it horizontally. The two students on
the project, Charlie Kevill and Aiden Dot-

zert, were hard at work.
“We are working on writing our autonomous program for our Skills Canada
Challenge. Autonomous means we are
controlling the robot without touching it.
We are kind of under the gun because the
competition is next week,” said Dotzert.
The Skills Canada Challenge happens
every year, offering a unique opportunity to students to prove they are the best at

what they do. First entry is at the provincial level. Winners are awarded with Gold,
Silver, or Bronze medals and the opportunity to compete at the Skills Canada National Competition
Adam Wingert sat before his disassembled prototype and was working on issues
of power delivery to the motors. He is
designing and building a vector drawing
robot that basically he will tell to draw
things, like a plotter or vinyl cutter, but on
wheels.
“Right now I’m working on power delivery issues because some of the motors/
gears won’t run on lower power which
makes it hard to control them. I sourced
parts online and used a 3 D printer to build
the wheels. I designed them myself and
printed them,” shared Wingert
There’s power for the motors, power
for the microprocessor and a whole lot of
wires to get all the data.
“I just thought it’d be interesting to have
a scalable option for plotting out images
or vector and thought it’d be interesting to
incorporate robotics into it, then make an
infinitely scalable robot that could draw
pictures,” said Wingert.
The biggest challenge is getting the motors to work reliably at both full and half
power so he needs to fine tune it. From
here, there will be coding, lots and lots
of coding, figuring out how to give it an
image or vector drawing and how to turn
it into a path for the robot to take using a
digital file.
“I will put it through a program, maybe
one that already works with a vinyl cutter
because those have x and y movements as
well. Or perhaps, that doesn’t work and
I have to come up with another solution
entirely. I also have ordered some boards
to replace all the wires for a more elegant
design,” added Wingert.
And while he thinks his prototype may
not be patentable, its application in architecture or graphic design is pretty cool.

Marine Modellers club prepares to launch new season
MATTHEW HARRIS
Stratford Times Editor

Dave Gillespie got started young with
marine modelling, but he only turned to
that once he saw what might become of
his time and investment if he made the
progression from modelling to remote
control airplanes.
Put simply, he just didn’t want to
crash and burn.
“I built my first model kit when I was
eight years old – my dad got me a model of a P40 airplane as both him and
my uncle had been in the air force,” he
said. “So for many years, I built planes
and when I got old enough and wanted
to get into remote control, I thought of
doing planes. But I saw too many guys
spend all this time building these great
models only to crash and wreck them.
So one time back in the 1970s at the
Kitchener Sportsman Show I saw the
model boat club and thought that would
be good to get into. There are so many
different kinds of boats to build, and for
a lot of the models I build now, reading

the history of the type of boat can be
quite interesting.”
Gillespie is president of the Golden Triangle Marine Modellers club, a
small collection of avid model builders
that routinely sends their armada out
onto Lake Victoria through the warmer months in Stratford. Their main sites
include Victoria Park in Kitchener, Riverside Park in Guelph and the pool in
front of Kitchener’s City Hall; Stratford
was added to the line-up when work
was being done to the pool in Kitchener, working out nicely for some of the
local club members.
At the current time, Gillespie says the
club counts nine members. In the past,
that number has climbed as high as 60
and been as low as just six with members coming from places like Kitchener-Waterloo, Guelph, Cambridge
and some from as far away as Hamilton and Toronto. These days, the club
has reps from KW, Guelph, Stratford,
Shakespreare and St. Jacobs.
CONTINUED TO PAGE 23

SAILING AWAY

(MATT HARRIS PHOTO)

Amy Gillespie sails her boat, ‘Tradewinds’, on Lake Victoria on Monday, May 9, the first
night that the Golden Triangle Marine Modelling Club had their boats out on the water.
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Danen takes helm of PCFA
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New president takes aim at pressing agricultural issues with elections looming
MATTHEW HARRIS
Stratford Times Editor

Having grown up on a dairy farm near
Stratford, Julie Danen knows what life
for a farmer in Perth County can be like.
She’s taken the conventional path to get
where she is now: attended the University of Guelph, where she earned and BSc.
in agriculture, then joined her husband
and his family on their dairy farm. They
took over the farm in 2006, running the
operation close to Punkey Doodles Corners. She spent time in 4-H as a kid and
has now been a leader within the organization for 25 years. She also had time being involved with Junior Farmers as well,
using all of her experiences to run for a
director’s position with the Perth County
Federation of Agriculture in 2011.
Fast forward just over a decade, and
Danen now finds herself as president of
the PCFA.
“I have always been passionate about
agriculture and have felt that this was an
excellent opportunity to give back to my
community,” she said. “Since I have been
at PCFA, I have been an executive member since 2019 and have been on the Policy Advisory Council at OFA since 2015.
These experiences have helped develop
my leadership skills that help me in my
role as president at PCFA.”
Those same leadership skills will be

put to good use as Danen fulfills her term
as president. The list of challenges she
and the rest of the agricultural community face right now is not a short one nor
is it full of easy-to-handle issues. Some
things have been discussed already,
while others are destined to play out over
the long term.
“Labour shortages at the farm level and
in our supporting agriculture businesses
is a big issue, and it’s something we addressed with our MPP Randy Pettapiece
at our Spring Forum,” she said. “He then
took it to the legislature. There is also
the issue of carbon pricing and fertilizer emission regulations. There will be a
lot of pressure put on farmers regarding
these issues in the coming years.”
One of the biggest tasks that sits before
Danen and the PCFA is the issue of land
use competition. According to data she
provided, Danen said Ontario loses 175
acres a day to development and at that
current rate, the province will run out of
farm land in 193 years.
“This may seem like a long time, but
we need to discuss where the balance is
to feed our population,” she said. “Another way to look at land loss would be
to take all the development in Ontario
and if you focused it in Perth County, we
would develop all the farm land in our
County in 7.8 years. This could help give
you scale to the massive agricultural land

Burbach among three
NDP candidates backed by
Teachers’ Federation

The Ontario Secondary School Teachers’ Federation (OSSTF/FEESO) recently held a press conference to announce
its endorsement of NDP Candidates
Jo-Dee Burbach (Perth-Wellington),
Diane Ballantyne (Wellington-Halton
Hills) and Tess Prendergast (Dufferin-Caledon) for the June 2nd provincial election. OSSTF/FEESO President
Karen Littlewood highlighted the need
for Ontario to elect candidates that will
strengthen our critical public services,
support publicly-funded education, and
invest in Ontario’s future.
“We are continuing the OSSTF/FEESO Presidential Tour of the province to
endorse education-friendly candidates.
Ontario’s public education system is
worth fighting for and the students of
Ontario deserve nothing less than a
world-class education system,” Littlewood said. “Strengthening and enhancing public education requires supporting and electing candidates with the
vision and foresight needed to get us out
of the pandemic and to invest in education and our shared future.”
"Years of Liberal and Conservative
funding freezes and cuts have left our
schools overcrowded, understaffed,
and in urgent need of repair," Burbach
said. “The NDP will undo that damage

by hiring 20,000 teachers and education workers. It's critical that students
have the supports and safe spaces they
need to recover after two years of pandemic learning disruptions."
States NDP Candidate Tess Prendergast, “As an elementary school
teacher, I’ve witnessed firsthand the
harmful effects of this government’s
cuts. Schools are overcrowded, understaffed, and falling apart. The pandemic has made apparent the need of
meaningful investments in health care
and long-term care. I am running to
ensure our families have access to services, healthy communities, and grow
economically in an environmentally
sustainable way.”
Ballantyne pointed to her record in
municipal politics and said she’s running because she believes her riding
deserves better.
“I believe that better is a good-paying job, investing in education and
health care. As MPP, I will work to fix
what the Ford government has broken
by hiring more nurses, increasing mental health services, and ensuring small
businesses are supported. Like all of
the NDP caucus, I will be working for
the people of our riding, not big business interests,” she said.

loss that is occurring in our province.”
It doesn’t stop there. She listed supply
chain resiliency and promoting agriculture education and job opportunities to
youth in Ontario as just two more in an
ongoing list, and it’s taking all of the Federation’s resources to make sure nothing
gets ignored.
“Perth Federation directors are continuing having conversations on these
topics with our elected leaders, and
with the upcoming elections we plan to
reach out to all candidates in our riding
to discuss the importance of agriculture
and how these topics affect Perth County farmers,” Danen said. “The PCFA is
looking for candidates that are aware
that agriculture in our area is a vibrant
and innovative industry. They need to be
aware of the impact agriculture has on
jobs in our riding and Ontario’s economy. Candidates also need to understand

the need for responsible land use planning to help minimize farmland losses.
We need candidates that are willing to
work with and dialogue with agriculture
to develop programs and policies that are
helpful to farmers.”
Danen said that the PCFA has an
all-candidates meeting for the provincial
election planned on May 17 they’re holding in conjunction with the Listowel Ag
Society, and will hold a similar one for
municipal election candidates in the fall.
She added that the Perth County Harvest
Gala will be held as an in-person event
this year, scheduled for November 19 in
Stratford.
The Perth County Federation of Agriculture represents 2,438 farms in the
County, covering 201,599 hectares of
land. You can keep updated on what the
PCFA is doing by visiting www.perthcountyfarmers.ca.

Grand Opening held for
Stratford Connections
Centre
“We are very excited about what’s hap-

LISA CHESTER-HANNA

Stratford Times Correspondent

Morale was high for the grand opening
of Stratford Connections Centre (SCC)
as volunteers and staff welcomed visitors
and gave tours of the facility. The SCC is
located in the basement of St. Paul’s Anglican Church located at 9 Douro St. in
Stratford.
The community has rallied behind the
SCC since its soft opening last winter as
walls are now lined with bins filled with
donated clothing, personal care items,
creams, soaps and the like. There is a full
working kitchen where meals donated by
local restaurants are kept, and tables and
chairs to eat at or spend time in another’s company. There is a shelf jam packed
with board games to play and a television
awaits a video game machine they hope to
one day acquire.
A quiet room has been set up equipped
with two couches for visitors to SCC to
safely rest, and take a nap. The most recent addition to the facility, and of excitement to staff, is the shower room now
available. Up until now, staff had taken
visitors across the street to the YMCA in
order to shower.
There is a private treatment room where
volunteers, like a nurse practitioner, can
meet and treat people privately with dignity. Additional resources available are
addictions counselling, legal advice, assistance with personal documents, housing searches and general assistance. There
is a laundry room with lockers equipped
with padlocks to store belongings safely
and securely.
Catherine Hardman, executive director,
couldn’t be more proud of what has been
achieved to date. Since opening the doors
December 23rd, 2021, more than nine hundred meals have been served, all donated
by local restaurants and the community,
and guests to SCC have exceeded one hundred unique souls coming regularly.

pening here and I have a lot of people to
thank,” said Hardman, “I want to thank St.
Paul’s Church, they joined us in a partnership. They were looking to do more in the
community and we were looking to open
the Connection Centre and we said let’s do
it together.”
Stratford Police and the City of Stratford
play an important role as they fund the
outreach team which works with the same
population.
“The Stratford Police provide a van for
outreach and there will be decals soon
with the name on it so people will know
it when they see it coming and it’s been a
great partnership,” said Hardman. Funding also comes by way of the United Way.
Mayor Dan Mathieson was on hand for
the opening and said it is indicative of
Stratford that not only do we have a need,
but it is being met by the community.
Stratford is a very giving city.
“Through the pandemic we’ve seen mental health crisis rise within our community,
we’ve seen homelessness rise, we’ve seen
other problems, domestic violence, social
interaction challenges, and I think what’s
happened is we’ve watched ourselves slide
into two camps; those that have and those
that have not. When I became mayor is
2003, we had 425 cases of Ontario Works
and an unemployment rate of 5.9 per cent.
Today we have over 630 cases of Ontario
Works and an unemployment rate of less
than 4 per cent. So I think it’s incumbent
upon all of us to keep that in mind, that
the challenges of what’s happening in our
community is a mirror of what’s happening
across the country, and while it’s important that all levels of government step up
and solve it, it’s great that we have charitable organizations like the United Way and
working with Choices for Change and the
churches, the city, police services, trying
to find solutions that are homemade in the
community, and the Connection Centre is
a good example of this,” said Mathieson.
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Horsepower and House Moving in Stratford

HAYDEN BULBROOK
Stratford Times Correspondent

Most people are surprised to know
that a building can, in fact, be moved.
That’s right, it can be picked up, carried down the road, and placed on a new
foundation. Today, this happens with
professional moving companies that
place buildings on trucks with synchronized hydraulic systems to even weight
distribution and stabilize the building
during transport. What may come as
an even greater surprise to some is that
buildings were being moved by the 18th
century and, like many technological innovations of the past, there are historic
examples of moving buildings in Stratford with at least three structures moved
in the early twentieth century. We focus
on two of these buildings.
By 1903, the City of Stratford was petitioning the Dominion government to
build an armoury here. London architect
Hubert Carroll McBride designed the armoury and in November 1904, Nagle &
Mills of Ingersoll successfully received

Anchor Wire and Frame Co. on Albert Street at the intersection of Waterloo Street South
in 1905. It would be being moved behind the Queen’s Hotel Stables shown here. Vince
Gratton Collection. Colourized by Hayden Bulbrook.

Jackscrews and cribbing as shown in the Engineering News and American Contract Journal, February 2nd, 1884

JUNIOR STAFF ACCOUNTANT

Daryl McClure & Co CPA Professional Corporation is seeking a junior staff accountant to prepare
working papers for compilation engagements, as well as personal / corporate tax returns,
bookkeeping, payroll, and T4’s and 5’s, and liaise with CRA on client matters.
Knowledge of Caseware, Simply Accounting, Quickbooks, Excel, and tax preparation software are required.
Ideally the individual will have at least 4 years of public accounting experience, or completion of a
2 year College level program, but we would be willing to train the right person with an accounting
background for this permanent role. The successful individual will be detail-oriented, personable,
professional, and self-motivated, and be able to work both independently and as part of a team.
This is a full-time junior accountant position that is expected to work long hours in our 5 month
busy season, and a little more flexible for the rest of the year. We have Friday’s off from July 1 to
September 30, and the rest of the year we work until 12:30 Fridays, except during our busy season.
Please forward your resume with salary expectations to terry@mcclureandco.com
We thank you for your interest, but only those selected for an interview will be contacted. No phone calls please.

the tender to build it on the northwest
corner of Waterloo Street South and Albert Street. Work on the armoury would
commence in March 1905 but it would
necessitate the relocation of two Albert
Street buildings.
One building was a two-storey yellow
brick commercial block that housed the
Anchor Wire Company. This company
was incorporated in March 1897 and had
financial backing from prominent local
businessmen including merchants Robert Mitchell Ballantyne (T. Ballantyne
& Sons), Alfred James McPherson (A.J.
McPherson & Co), and John Leeming
Bradshaw, as well as manufacturers Edmund Tyndal Dufton (Dufton & Sons)
and Arthur Henry King (Stratford Soda
Water Works), and accountant Alfred
Coulson Mowat (Mowat & Johnston).
The other building was a two-and-halfstorey red brick front gable structure that
was the residence of fire chief R.H. Myers. Both buildings likely predated 1885.
Land records suggest His Majesty King
Edward the Seventh dished fairly handsome payments to the property owners
for the land on this corner. These buildings, which were demolished in the late
20th century, were relocated on Albert
Street just east of Waterloo Street about
where the post office and its parking lot
are today.
The old methods of moving buildings
were far less sophisticated and far more
labour intensive than today. There was a
higher risk of failure. However, strength
and sheer horsepower appeared to get
the job done. The moving process was
really quite simple. As scholars MingHsiu Su and Huey-Jiun Wang described,
there were four steps: Reinforcing, Separating & Lifting, Moving, and Positioning.
Essentially, three tools were required.
These were jackscrews, rollers, and timbers. After a trench was dug around the
house, cribbing was meticulously constructed, ideally with pine joists, to reinforce the structure. It was easy to hear
if pine was splitting therefore disaster

R.H. Myers' house being moved on Albert
Street just east of Waterloo Street South on
July 17th, 1905. Vince Gratton Collection.

could be averted. Horizontal timber
beams were placed along the bottom of
the house in 3-foot intervals. The jackscrews were positioned at each corner of
the building between the foundation and
the sills. Ideally with the coordination of
multiple people, each screw was rotated
simultaneously to lift the structure off
its foundation. Once it was lifted to a
suitable level the screws were replaced
with timber that would aid the horizontal movement of the building.
As seen in the photographs, the buildings were moved along a timber track
atop rollers to their destination. The rollers were lubricated with tallow and soap
to ease horizontal movement. Transportation typically involved literal horsepower with the horse sometimes pulling a cable around a capstan or winch
that was moored into the ground. With
sound planning, foundations at the new
locations would have been constructed
prior to moving. The positioning process on new foundations would be, more
or less, the reversal of the separating
and lifting process. Though with some
variation, this moving process persisted
well into the 1920s.
With the province and developers
looking to densify our cities, moving
historic buildings should be considered
more often. While relocation removes
a historic structure from its contextual
landscape, it is a step toward preserving historic material and lessening our
impact on the planet. The most historically significant buildings ought to
stay put, but perhaps relocation is an
appropriate method for older buildings
that do not necessarily have significant
heritage value but are worth preserving, nonetheless. The City of Stratford
should look toward moving buildings
such as those at 388, 390, and 396 Ontario Street rather than let their rich
building material end up in the landfill.
Unlike a century ago, the job wouldn’t
even require horses!
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Stratford instructor shares transformative benefits of yoga
APRIL TAYLOR
Times Freelance Columnist

Yoga’s origins can be traced to India over
5,000 years ago and has been adopted by
people all over the world. Yoga is an ancient
practice focusing on breathing, strength
and flexibility to boost physical and mental well-being. It is composed of a group of
physical and spiritual practices. The main
components of yoga are breathing and postures. A series of movements designed to
increase strength and flexibility.
Why are so many people practicing this
ancient art of meditation and exercise?
Let's ask Lisa...
Lisa Stacy -- ESL teacher, Reiki practitioner and yoga instructor began her yoga
journey 28 years ago after a back injury
playing volleyball. Feeling a little intimidated, as one does when trying something
new she entered her first class with Karen
Zamaria and found the experience incredible and Karen set Lisa on a life-long path
to health and serenity.
Lisa did her training with an Ayurveda
doctor from India in Toronto before moving back to Stratford Ontario to raise her
family and begin her career as yoga teacher, which was a change from modeling and
DJ-ing and city life. 10 years later she is
still teaching and helping people like me to
be healthy physically and emotionally.
Lisa works from several locations... Yoga

Collective on Wellington
personal practice. She
St, The Yoga Chapel and
balances this with her
Grassroots. In this new
employment at Wellclimate we find ourselves
spring Stratford Cancer
in Yoga studios are offerSupport Centre, where
She is honoured to serve
ing on-line classes which
as Manager and provide
in a pleasant twist has
yoga, meditation and
made yoga more accesReiki to its remarkable
sible.
members.
"Yoga has transformed
In 2019, she earned
me in many ways... It has
recognition as woman
made me more grounded
of the year for Health
and focused in my life.
and Wellness at the OpI’m also very in tune
with my body now, using
timism Place Stratford
Yoga for medicinal purWoman of the Year
LISA STACY
Awards. I can honestly
poses and for health promotion and illness prevention. Yoga also say she deserved that award as she genuchanged my life when I began teaching to inely cares about her clients.
“I practice yoga daily, not only for physpeople, knowing I passed on something so
sacred to me, and knowing other people ical exercise but for maintaining a balance
will be enjoying the benefits it’s provided in my life. Yoga to me is a preventative
to me.” says Lisa.
measure for good health, staying well menTeaching yoga to children has been one tally and physically while strengthening
of the things Lisa has enjoyed, after hav- your inner and outer self,” she said.
The benefits of yoga are endless: reduced
ing the opportunity to instruct in Nunavut
to the First nations community and in oth- stress, better sleep, improved balance
er school boards. Imagine giving kids the and strength, improved mobility, reduced
tools to manage stress and anxiety at an muscle pain and joint pain, it reduces inearly age would surely give kids an advan- flammation in the body and improves your
tage in this crazy busy world that we all heart and lungs, better posture, increases
energy and improves your mood, and ofcall home.
Lisa offers yoga and Reiki classes and fers a connection to a wonderful and supprivate sessions as part of her Suntwine portive community.

Sounds great, doesn't it? But I am not
Flexible I can't turn myself into a pretzel...
I am just an average 59-year old woman not
a fit young woman who can stand on her
head and contort her body into unimaginable poses, in fact I have arthritis and a
few extra pounds and never had any athletic ability but... I love yoga.
Yoga is for everyone, young, old, fit, unfit,
strong, weak, healthy and unhealthy. Yoga
is a practice, ever-changing and evolving
with us throughout our lifetime. That is the
beauty of it. I often arrive to my yoga class
running straight from work with my mind
full and busy. Five minutes into the practice I feel my mind to begin to slow down...
then we do a series of poses and stretches
and my mind is really settling down... then
we end the class in meditation laying in the
dark, completely at peace with the world.
It's really an amazing thing.
You can follow Lisa Stacy on Facebook and Instagram (Suntwine Yoga),
and she also offers yoga and meditation
videos on her YouTube channel (Lisa Stacey Suntwine Yoga). Her website is www.
suntwine.com.
I strongly encourage you to look into this
wonderful mind and body practice... do a
little, do a lot. Suntwine Yoga classes incorporate meditation, relaxation, energy
work, and poses that can be enjoyed by beginners or taken to higher skill level.  Give
it a try, you'll be glad you did.

Municipal debt load – the quiet election issue
What should voters expect on debt load moving forward

MATTHEW HARRIS
Stratford Times Editor

Depending on your point of view, municipal borrowing is both a necessary evil
and a high-wire balancing act that you’re a
bad choice away from seeing end … well,
badly.
Cities use their borrowing for any number of reasons – financing roads, sewers
and other infrastructure. How they choose
to use this tool can have impacts down the
road, given how the debt is managed.
Livio Di Matteo is a professor of economics at Lakehead University and a senior fellow for the Frasier Institute, for
which he has published works on the subject of municipal debt. A 2016 article by
Di Matteo talked about where you live and
how debt load can affect you. Generally
speaking, the public will not likely notice
what their municipality’s debt load is until
it starts eating into operating expenses.
“Municipalities in Ontario generally
have a positive overall net asset balance
because along with any debt they also
have substantial reserves,” Di Matteo said.
“Indeed, most municipalities in Ontario
have positive variances on their municipal

budget (surpluses), and these are generally allocated into reserves. Municipalities
can really only acquire substantial debt for
capital projects if the province signs off.”
Stratford and Area Chamber of Commerce general manager Eddie Matthews is
hopeful that no cuts to programs would be
coming to can affect the day-to-day life of
local residents.
“You would have to look at what is important to balance things like necessary
infrastructure projects while keeping taxes at a reasonable level, which was a difficult task for council,” he said. “I think it’s
a balance of maintaining Stratford’s debt,
paying it off while still doing much-needed infrastructure work.”
At the current time, Stratford is carrying
approximately $80.6 million in debt. Di
Matteo said the comfort level in carrying
an amount like that would depend on what
the city’s reserves were and what its net
position is.
“Most cities have assets that exceed their
liabilities, which allows them to maintain
a good credit rating and fund capital projects at the lowest possible rate,” he said.
“Even with reserves, given the low interest rate environment, many cities find it

more financially advantageous to borrow
and spread payments out over 20, 30 years
rather than pay up front and completely deplete reserves.”
Matthews looks at Stratford’s tax increase for 2022 – an increase of 7.6 per
cent – and believes there is reason for concern if taken out of context.
“I do believe that looking at that one
number all by itself doesn’t tell the entire
story,” he said. “Is the debt being serviced,
and hopefully there is little waste. I don’t
know a great deal about the behind-thescenes in municipal politics but I don’t
think cities are not allowed to run deficits –
they can borrow to spend on infrastructure
and other projects. So with that, I do look
at the long-term projects and ask, ‘are they
really in the best interest for the residents
of Stratford?’. At the same time, it’s a difficult pill to swallow, seeing our tax rate.”
Spending borrowed money on the needs
– the sewers, roads, bridges and the like
– is money spend wisely in Di Matteo’s
eyes. Red flags come up for him when other types of projects hit the books.
“Recreational projects such as arenas or
entertainment complexes tend to have lower returns than more traditional basic in-

frastructure and also can sometimes saddle you with additional operating costs,”
he said.
With that in mind and an election on the
not-too-distant horizon, Matthews said it
will be interesting to see how this particular issue plays out in both the campaigning
and the result of the voting.
“It will be up to the new mayor and
council to decide how they want to handle the city’s debt load management, and
it will be interesting to see what they want
to start with,” he said. “Also, if there was
some relief from the federal and provincial
government that would be very helpful to
the future councils and how they spend our
tax dollars.”
This is the third part of the Stratford
Times’ ‘Need To Know’ story series – a
collection of stories defining and detailing
issues, giving voters in Stratford a basis
to form or refine their opinions ahead of
the 2022 provincial and municipal elections. These stories are a-political in the
sense that they do not endorse any particular candidate(s). They have been written
only to help provide you the necessary
data to come to an informed opinion.
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Rotary club celebrates milestone anniversary

MATTHEW HARRIS
Stratford Times Editor

For 100 years, Stratford Rotary has
been in the foreground, the background
and all places in between. As they celebrate this significant anniversary year,
it becomes clear they plan on keeping
the pace for years to come.
Ken Nesbitt has been serving as club
president for the last year and is set to
step down next month, but has been
with the club for the last 20 years.
Seven of those have been spend on the
board, and in that time he’s seen Rotary Stratford grow – in numbers and
in reach.
“We have approximately 105 members and about 15 honourary members
these days, which is a big difference
from when we were founded,” he said.
“Back in 1922, there were just 22 members. Way back when, the club was
formed by business men to help service
the needs of the community. That part
hasn’t changed, but I’d say now a full
one-third of our members are women.”
The club was officially chartered on
May 30, 1922, and since that time they
have lived up to their pledge of service.
Nesbitt said that’s part of the draw of
Rotary, as it speaks to the needs of each
community you find it in.
“Look at Rotary Hospice here in town
– I think that is a good example,” he said.

100 YEARS STRONG

(MATT HARRIS PHOTO)

The Stratford Rotary Club gathered on Friday, May 6, to celebrate 100 years of club history
and to toast to 100 more. As part of the anniversary celebrations, local historian Dean Robinson officially introduced his book on the club’s history in the city before being awarded
his second Paul Harris Fellow honour. Pictured are Peter Maranger (one of the event’s
Century Platinum sponsors), Dean Robinson and outgoing Stratford Rotary Club president
Ken Nesbitt.

“And there is Rotary Respite Home, a
barrier-free home where children who

are medically fragile or developmentally delayed can go and participate in a

Rotary Aquabox program
going strong
MATTHEW HARRIS
Stratford Times Editor

Stratford’s Rotary club got involved in
the Aquabox program after a chance meeting on a cruise ship. Since then, they’ve
been building the little life-saving devices
and sending them to areas of need around
the world.
Walt Bathe said it was just that simple
when one of the club’s members met an
English Rotarian from Warkworth, England. It was Jim Young that brought the
idea back to Stratford, and the club quickly adopted it and ran with the idea.
By Bathe’s account, Stratford Rotary
has sent out thousands of units to places like Honduras, Nicaragua, Cuba, the
British Virgin Islands, Ecuador, Peru and
more. The filters are built using silver-impregnated ceramic cartridges and each
one helps filter out bacteria like E. coli,
Coliform, faecal Coliform and more to the
tune of a 99.95 per cent efficacy rate. The
only thing they can’t do is filter out heavy
metals.
“Our supplier of the filters has been unsuccessful in developing a system of filtration that is capable of filtering heavy

metals at an acceptable level at a reasonable cost,” he said. “The logistics of distribution played the most important part in
approaching Global Medic, as they have
the best possible connections with the airlines and ground transportation in many
countries.”
Since the project was adopted in 2006,
Stratford Rotary has built and shipped
more than 12,000 units – enough to provide more than 62 million litres of clean
drinking water. Bathe said that one unit
will provide enough clean water for a family of four for a year.
“As far as I know, there are only three
Rotary clubs in the world that are doing
this: Warkworth, a club in Australia and
us,” he said. “Other contacts have been
attempted with little success. The only deterrent to more shipments is finances. Our
donations have been decreasing but our
costs have been also decreasing, allowing us to get a better bang for our donated
buck.”
To find out more about the Aquabox program and to find out how you can donate
to help Rotary Stratford build more, visit
www.rotarystratford.com and look for the
Aquabox link on the site menu.
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GETTING READY

Clark Mitchell, left, and Mary
Fisher pre-drill some holes
in one of the first stages of
assembling the Rotary Club’s
Aquaboxes.

FINISHING TOUCHES

Meredith Pearce and Olivia
Mark make a few last holes
before sending the parts off to
be assembled into a completed
Aquabox.

variety of indoor and outdoor activities.
We have the Rotary Complex, and we
are huge supporters of the hospital.”
The list goes on: Nesbitt said that the
club’s request committee typically handles around $16,000 worth of requests
for help getting basics needs covered;
they provide over $45,000 annually for
scholarships and typically raise more
than $140,000 each year in fundraising.
That’s been a challenge for the last
few years, as most of the club’s big initiatives have been sidelined by the pandemic. But their anniversary gala went
off swimmingly to start May, and Nesbitt said one of their big draws is scheduled to proceed as planned this September when they welcome the Dragon
Boat Festival back to Lake Victoria.
Local historian Dean Robinson has
also made his mark, helping Rotary
Stratford compile and publish a book
detailing the last 100 years. Nesbitt said
the book was launched virtually, but
was very excited for people to see it.
“It’s an amazing document that Dean
has spent the last two years putting together,” he said. “And we’re excited to
have a chance to add more celebratory
events as the year goes on to help us
show exactly what Rotary is all about.”
You can keep updated on what
Rotary Stratford has going on
by logging on to their website at
www.rotarystratford.com.
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Umeh, Simmonds receive Harry Jerome Awards from BBPA
The Stratford Festival joins the
Black Business and Professionals
Association in celebrating actor
Amaka Umeh and Board member David Simmonds, who each
received 2022 Harry Jerome
Awards at the event on Apr. 30.
Umeh, who is playing Hamlet
at the Festival this season, is receiving the Harry Jerome President’s Award, which honours
those who have made important
and lasting contributions to the
African-Canadian community as
a whole. This prestigious award
acknowledges not only merit and
talent, but also a deep understanding of the needs of the community and how they can be met
through innovative, wide-ranging approaches.
“I am deeply grateful to receive this honour and support
from the BBPA on behalf of the
formidable community of Black
arts workers here in Canada,”
Umeh said. “What we do is essential and I celebrate this award
with pride. It is my hope that this

AMAKA UMEH

DAVID SIMMONDS

recognition inspires Black artists
to press on, contributing the labours of our minds and fruits of
our souls to our abundant collective excellence.”
Simmonds is receiving the
Harry Jerome Leadership Award,
which recognizes those who inspire, motivate and lead by example. They have enacted positive
change in the African-Canadian
Community through a commit-

ment to excellence, empathetic
leadership and effective communication. Awardees demonstrate
a proven track record of leadership within their community or
school.
“It’s an incredible honour to
be named a 2022 Harry Jerome
Award recipient. I am both proud
of the progress made advancing
diversity throughout my career
and acutely aware more work is

required to drive equity and inclusion that addresses the stubbornly persistent barriers in society,” Simmonds said. “Equity
is crucial to the viability of the
arts and to vibrancy or ouf communities. I’ve been delighted to
see the focus Executive Director
Anita Gaffney and Artistic Director Antoni Cimolino have given to accelerating efforts to ensure that more and more people
see the Festival as a place where
everyone
can have
access to
a full and
vibrant
creative
life – this
will be essential to
the future
of Stratford, our
economy
and democratic
society.
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I look forward to continuing to
support the Festival with this
work.”
The Stratford Festival is committed to evolving its understanding of equity, inclusion and
anti-racism, and to celebrating
and giving platform to an array
of voices. For more information
about the important work that is
underway, visit www.stratfordfestival.ca/LandingPages/Anti-Racism.

TAVISTOCK MEN’S CLUB

FISH FRY
Wednesday June 1, 2022

(MATT HARRIS PHOTOS)

IN FINE FORM

Tom Allen entertains the
audience during a break
early in the Stratford Symphony Orchestra’s Classical
Goodtime Variety Show at
Avondale United Church on
Saturday, Apr. 30.

Serving 4:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.
TAVISTOCK MEN’S CLUB HALL
Dine-in or Take Out
Adults $25 Children (Ages 6-12) $15
Tickets available at Men's Club Hall,
78 Woodstock St., N
Every Wednesday 4-7 pm and
Saturdays 11am-3pm
or from Club members or call
519-655-2286 or 519-655-2708
email: tavistockmensclub@outlook.com

ANNIVERSARY SALE
May 16th to May 28th

10 OFF
%

Pool & Hot Tub Chemicals
Solar Blankets • Accessories*
PLACE ORDERS

by phone, email, or in-store
Mon-Fri: 9:00-5:00
Sat: 9-2
*No water testing on May 21st
FOLLOW US

FOLLOW THE LEADER

Flautist Madison Deppe closely watches conductor William Rowson during the performance.

Creating Backyard Getaways Since 1966
*Some conditions may apply.

456 Erie Street, Stratford

www.savilepools.com

519-271-3787
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Beyond the disheveled clothes and
shopping cart lies a Human Being.
How does a good kid ... end up on the streets?
My name is Cali, and this is how I became a homeless drug addict
Written by April Taylor:
My name is Cali. “Cali with a heart” I always dot the “I” with a heart, I started that in grade
seven I thought it made me really cool, Ha ha I still kinda do. I had the best childhood, as
kids, me and my brother, would stay in our pyjamas Saturday morning watching cartoons
eating mom’s famous oatmeal muffins. She was always baking cookies and stuff. My parents
would pile us in the car, and we go to the beach or for ice cream in the summer. They were
always there at my brother’s games and my piano lessons. It was great. I miss those days,
hard to think about now.
When I was in Grade 12, I was excited about going to college in a new city, I had worked at
the mall for two years to save for school with my best friend Kendra. We were going to take
the same program and hopefully share the same dorm room. We would sit for hours plotting
and planning our new life. Mom was sad that I was going away but still helped me figure it
out. My parents bought me a bunch of cool stuff at Ikea for my room. I was so excited.
I was a pretty good kid but sometimes Kendra and some other friends would have a few
drinks even get a bit wasted sometimes. We tried some dope in grade 10, it was cool didn’t
cause any harm and it made us laugh hysterically over nothing. It was pretty innocent, mom
knew my brother and I smoked it sometimes, but she didn’t say too much. One day we were
at a party and some kid brought some shrooms, that’s what we call magic mushrooms. She
stole a few from her mom, like seriously... her mom and her friends did mushrooms. We had
a good laugh about that. So how bad can they be? The summer of grade twelve we smoked
a bit of dope, did a few mushrooms and drank, but no more than other kids, probably less. It
was a fun summer hanging out with my friends, working at the mall, my parents even rented
a cottage that year.
September arrived and my new adventure was about to begin. Kendra and I didn’t get assigned the same room, but she was down the hall so it was OK. Mom and Dad and even my
brother came, we drove to my school which was only a couple of hours away from home. We
unpacked and made up the bed. My side of the room looked great. My dad made me a sign
that said “Cali’s Room” he even dotted the I with a heart. I felt every emotion I was excited
and scared and kinda sad. Mom cried, so did my little brother even though he said he was
glad I was leaving and dad just hugged me and told me to behave. When they left I sat on my
bed I felt a little lost, it was really weird.
Classes began, it was harder than I thought. Everyone wanted to party every night. I liked
to party sometimes but not all of the time. But it was hard not too, I wanted to be part of it
and it was fun. It was hard to study and go to classes, and we were staying up late. I was tired
and missed a few classes. So I tried to party less, the dope and mushrooms were becoming
a habit. I joined the gym at the school and didn’t miss any more classes. It was going OK, my
parents would come on the week end and bring me treats, and we would go to Swiss Chalet
for dinner, I missed them.
One Saturday night me and Kendra got invited to a party with some new friends from our
program. We showed up and everyone was drinking and smokin’ up and the music was loud.
I felt a bit overwhelmed, all these new people and music I had never heard. I smoked a joint
and relaxed into it. It was fun we were having a good time. I remember I was sitting around
the bonfire in their backyard and a guy passed around a joint, I was already kinda high but
I took it anyway. Wow! What was that? I thought it was just marijuana but it must have had
something in it or was extra strong. Whatever, I felt amazing, like crazy amazing, like wow! I
had never felt so happy and free.
The next morning I woke up feeling like crap and really let down. I had an overwhelming
need to feel that way again... like the way I felt last night. Do ya get what I mean?
Yup! ... That is how it all began. I never dreamed it would lead me to this place, this pa-
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thetic life I live now.
I started doing more dope, more shrooms, more booze... I needed more... more and more.
I started to screw up at school. This new guy showed up, I thought he was nice. He somehow
knew how to get drugs and stuff. He gave me some X one night. God, it was good. Then it
went bad, I started to feel bad all the time and I looked awful. My parents knew something
was up but I would just tell them I was tired or some other lie. I still tried at school but it was
hard and I felt stupid like I wasn’t capable of it. Sometimes I wanted to go home and sleep in
my old bed and eat cookies and watch TV with my mom. I’d tell myself to stop... just stop...
stop it all. I wanted to but I couldn’t. I felt bad, and I was scared and didn’t know what to do.
I kept doing more.
I went home one weekend and my parent sat me down, told me they knew what was
happening and that I needed to stop. They were right but I couldn’t... I couldn’t... didn’t they
understand that? Then the fighting started. I became a little bitch probably because of the
booze and drugs. I was spending all my school money that I had saved. My parents were
worried but I didn’t listen. I know you probably don’t believe this but I did want to listen and
I did want to quit. I could see I was screwing up and I wanted my old life back. BUT I just
didn’t know how to stop.
After a few months, I had basically quit school, my little brother wouldn’t talk to me because I was hurting mom and dad. Mom was always crying and even dad sometimes. I was
such a mess and I knew I was hurting everyone. Kendra and my old friends tried to sort
me out, but they had given up on me by then too. I was lonely. One night after a big fight at
home, Dad went for a walk to cool off, I looked in mom’s room, and she was laying on the bed
crying. I knew it was my fault. I felt horrible and I knew I had to leave, so I would stop hurting
everyone. So I... left... I just left, didn’t know where to go but I just left with the little money
I had and started walking.
They didn’t kick me out, sometimes now when I am begging for money I lie and tell people
my parents kicked me out, but they never would have, I know that. Making people feel sorry
for me so they will give me money, because my parents kicked me out worked when I was
younger but now I am almost 28 and now people just think I am I loser drug addict and look
right past me like I don’t exist. I am a loser drug addict oh yeah booze too. I started doing
dope to chill and fit in ... now I do anything to just not feel ... not feel anything, not lonely,
not sad, not guilty, not even happy... just not feel anything. Nothing! It’s too hard too feel.
What’s it like living on the streets? strangers sometimes ask... I usually pull the tough guy
act and say it’s cool, I like being free and living on my own terms. It’s bullshit of course. The
truth is... the days are so so long and the nights... stretch to eternity... it’s cold, or hot and I
never get to go in anywhere, I am always outside. The worst part is the loneliness, and I am
scared all the time. I know I repulse people they cross the streets to avoid me. I get it. People
are afraid of us or maybe afraid of being like us. I guess we are all scared sometimes.
Now here I am in a city I never dreamed I’d live... live, that’s a joke ... if you call this living.
I sometimes remember that dorm room all clean, with fresh sheets. Seems like a whole different lifetime, actually a whole different me. I’m not feeling sorry for myself I know it’s all my
fault. Better not to think about my old life, my parents probably think I’m dead and my little
brother must be all grown up now. I hope they never find me I don’t want them to see me like
this. It’s getting dark ... I better find somewhere to sleep maybe I’ll get lucky and score some
crack... to be free... to not feel ... to forget that I am that loser everyone sees ... and not feel
the shame... The shame is the worst part.
Nite...

My Name is Cali...
Cali with a heart

A BIKE DONATED BY ROSS’ BIKE WORKS
OR $150 FOR COZYN’S
Tickets available at White Balmer Shoes, AJ’s, Blowes Stationary
and the United Way.
Proceeds to The Connection Centre a refuge for the increasing number of homeless.
The Centre offers laundry facilities, showers, a nurse is on site once a week, food and compassion.
Unfortunately not an over night shelter yet… but it is a good start.
Your support really helps.

Thank you!
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The Dream Chaser

Warriors soccer star set to follow the bouncing ball – wherever it bounces
MATTHEW HARRIS
Stratford Times Editor

You’ve got to follow that dream, wherever that dream
may lead.
It’s doubtful that Matthew Campbell knew those words
came from Elvis Presley, but the St. Michaels soccer star
undoubtedly will take them to heart.
Campbell, a Grade 12 student and leader of the Warriors’ senior boys soccer team, isn’t afraid to let his mind
wander when it comes to football. The Irish-born Campbell has soccer in his blood, and he has every intention of
living out his dream of one day becoming a professional
footballer.
There is just the small matter of guiding the Warriors to
the promised land first (sorry, Elvis).
A native of Belfast, Campbell came with his family to the area in 2013 when his father (originally from
St. Marys) returned home to Canada with his Irish wife
and family. Having played soccer since he was only four
years old, it became clear very quickly that Campbell
wasn’t going to get the competition level he would need
to develop had he stuck to playing recreational youth soccer in St. Marys.
“Even back then when I would be the keeper, I would
wander up the pitch and try to score goals,” Campbell
joked. “My dad took me to London where I joined up
with the London Alliance club team to further my development.”
That was only the beginning of the journey for Campbell. Another part came during what he called a ‘euphoric moment’ … during his older sister’s graduation at St.
Mike’s. Only a Grade 8 student at the time, young Matthew occupied his time during the commencement ceremony by letting his eyes wander around the gym and
taking in all of the Warriors’ championship banners. It
was then he noticed a distinct lack of ones in soccer; it
was then the next part of his development began.
“It really struck me when I saw that they didn’t have
many football (soccer) banners hanging there, and it was
then I decided that I wanted to help hang one myself,” he
said. “It started off great – in Grade 9, we had an undefeated season going and we beat Listowel in extra time
during the finals. And I thought to myself at that time, ‘if
this is how good it feels to win Huron-Perth, how will it
feel when we win OFSAA?’.”
A blindingly bright future was just ahead of Campbell
and the Warriors. Surely they would continue to develop
and Campbell would have his wish come true, seeing a
banner go up that he helped put there.
Funny how pandemics get in the way of best laid plans.
Two years later and Warriors head coach John Corsaut
is hoping to see Campbell accomplish this part of the
dream. The coach and player have known each other for
a while (they’re neighbours, after all), but they’re reuniting on the pitch for the first time since Corsaut coached
Campbell in his freshman year with the Warriors.
The things that were evident about Campbell back then
– an outstanding sense of his game in general, rock-solid
positioning, and the ability to see a play develop before it
does – have been augmented by a little more seasoning
and maturity in Corsaut’s opinion.
“The thing that has changed about Matthew the most is
his leadership skills – he’s a very encouraging player in
that he can critique other teammates but not be critical of
them,” Corsaut said. “It’s a natural ability for him. And
like a lot of kids who grew up in Canada and would be out
shooting pucks all day and all night in hockey, that’s what
Matt is like with football. He’s always out there trying to

MATTHEW CAMPBELL
get better.”
Having grown up in Ireland and developed his skills
there, the temptation to think that Campbell holds himself above his teammates might be there when they don’t
play at his level. Corsaut says that’s a false narrative and,
in fact, the exact opposite is true.
“Matt takes his skills and integrates them with the others around him, almost like he’s helping to coach them
be in the right place at the right time and they develop
along with him,” the coach said. “He always plays with
the team, not above them.”
Now with the soccer season underway for the Warriors,
Campbell admits that the OFSAA banner dream will be
harder to achieve with so little time left to get it. It faded
greatly over the last two COVID-plagued years, but the
spark that lit the dream never went out. And instead of

pining over lost opportunities, Campbell and his fellow
Warriors used that time to grow together more off the
field. Their closeness has presented itself more this year,
and they approach games and results in a far more unified
way.
“We know that we’re going to win or lose as a team,”
he said. “Soccer is not all about skill alone – you need
luck. In a 1-0 game, I can hit the post three times and we
lose. If any of my shots go just one inch the other way
and goes in, we’re looking at a completely different story.
You don’t lose games because you’re the worse team all
the time, so you just have to accept the result and move
on. That dream of winning at WOSAA and OFSAA is
still alive.”
It doesn’t end there.
As Campbell said when asked about the second part of
his story, a dream without a plan is just a wish.
That second part of the story is this: during this past
March break, Campbell headed back to Ireland to chase
after the professional side of the football dream. He put
his plan in motion well before then, sending out at least
350 emails to clubs and organizations across Europe.
Teams in Germany, Spain, Ireland and more got Campbell’s highlight reels and video clips. He was searching
for a chance to keep the dream going, looking for a tryout.
Out of those 350 emails, Campbell had about 20 responses. Of those, seven showed interest. So when it
came time to book a trip, he punched his ticket for Ireland
– with his parent’s blessings. During his two-week stay
on the Emerald Isle, Campbell worked his butt off for as
many as five teams and was asked back by two of them.
“I need to decide who I’m going into preseason with –
Ards FC or Dundela FC,” he said. “It’s going to be about
me getting out there and showing that I can play at that
level. Depending on how things go, I’ll come back and
talk with my family about what happens next. I’ve talked with players from the Canadian Professional League,
and the consensus from those conversations was to try
playing in Europe while I’m young. I know the odds of
me making it are incredible, but I’ve been able to raise
my level every time. I’ve always played against bigger,
older kids and I know I can adapt my game to whatever
it needs to be.”
A preseason with one of those clubs might last between
6-10 games plus training sessions in between. While acknowledging the odds he’s facing, Campbell believes his
goal is within reach.
“My aim in going over there is to impress in every
match and be a great teammate as well,” he said. “I’ve
been very good at contributing energy – Mr. Corsaut will
tell you I’m a bit loud, but that’s always been a strength.”
And while Corsaut did admit that it’s not hard to figure
out where Campbell is on the pitch based simply on tracing the loudest voice out there, he was on Campbell’s side
when talking about facing down the odds.
“He wants to keep playing, and I think it’s within his
reach to make his dream happen,” he said.
Since he was young, Campbell admits he’s been dreaming about this very thing. Well, that and being a pterodactyl. But one seems a little more likely at this point, and
Campbell’s not going to stop dreaming about it.
“I have to be a dreamer because in my head, I know that
this isn’t normal,” he said. “It’s crazy to think that I can
do all of this, but I’ve done it to this point. I’ve been writing notes to myself since I was a kid, and I would write
ones about being a professional footballer for Manchester
United. It’s that element of it being unrealistic that keeps
it interesting for me, and the minute you stop dreaming
life gets a little more boring.”
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Stratford Basketball ready for
next step upforward
and four on the sides to allow for half-court

MATTHEW HARRIS
Stratford Times Editor

What was once just a dream is set to become a
reality for Stratford Basketball.
A project that was proposed a year ago will
begin construction this month that will see an
NBA-sized outdoor court built, adding to the offerings at the Stratford Education and Recreation
Centre. Located between the tennis courts and
the parking lot just off Matilda Street, the court
is expected to be ready by June.
Lori Belanger and Brian Cooper, along with
Michael Bartlett (President of Canada Basketball), have been overseeing the project and are
both excited to see the time come when basketball fans in the city will have a new facility to
call their own. A project that Belanger promised
she would help realize when she was on the Revolution’s board is now that much closer to reality.
“This has been in the plans for a year now, and
there are lots of other sports facilities in Stratford
but this will be the only full-sized outdoor basketball court in the city,” she said. “My husband
Brian and I both worked for the Toronto Raptors
at one time and we saw the grassroots growth of
basketball in this country. We’re really excited to
see this project finally become reality.”
Cooper, the chairman of the Board of Directors for Canada Basketball, explained that the
space where the court will go – approximately
5,000 square feet – was provided by the City at
no charge. Once built, the court will have six
baskets (two at each end for a full-court set-

games) along with an eco-friendly court surface
and lighting.
“This is the last piece of the puzzle for this
area,” Cooper said. “The City is going to cover
insuring the court and pay for the power to the
lights. We hope we’ll be able to break ground for
the court this month, and once it begins it won’t
take that long to finish.”
Belanger said they have targeted June 25 for
the opening of the court and said they have some
guests from the Raptors planning on joining
them for the opening.
“Nav Bhatia, the Raptors ‘super fan’, made
a significant donation to this project and he’ll
be joining us as well,” she said. “We’ve raised
$185,000 for the court, which leaves us about
$5,000 short of our goal. But I think this has
been a reflection on how well this community
comes together for a common goal. This court
will be a great place for kids to come and play,
and it will be lit up and safe for them.”
In addition to the land and services provided
by the City, Cooper added that through grant
funding and private donations in fund and inkind has helped them purchase backboards, nets
and poles. He also credited Culliton Brothers for
providing the electrical services and labour.
“When you look around Stratford, you’ll find
there are 14 fields for soccer, football and rugby,
along with 11 baseball diamonds and 10 pickleball courts,” he said. “When you compare it to
other sport access in Stratford, it’s apparent we
needed more courts.”

GOLDEN TOUCH

(CONTRIBUTED PHOTO)

Congratulations to SDSS junior badminton players Nathan Siebert & Jacob
Kang. They are WOSSAA GOLD medalists, going undefeated in five straight
matches to clinch the boys doubles championship on May 3 at Saunders
Secondary School in London. Congrats to all seven SDSS junior team members that competed at WOSSAA. Nate & Jacob who also won boys doubles
HP gold; Heidi Thomas HP girls singles silver medallist; Olivier Hughes boys
singles HP silver; Mark Barton boys singles HP bronze; Sophie Thomas &
Natalie Polanco 4th overall at the HP championship.

Factory Food Outlet

Locally Sourced
Sassy’s, Norpac, Metzger Meats, Hayter’s Turkey,
Anna Mae’s Bakery, Soloway Hot Dog Factory

Stratford Branch 8

ATTENTION: CANADIAN VETERANS
AND EX-SERVICE PERSONNEL

Branch 8 offers assistance, through the services of Veteran
Affairs Canada, to eligible veterans, their spouses, widows and
dependents through the Poppy Fund.
Veterans, in addition to emergency funding from the Poppy
Fund for shelter, food, fuel, clothing, prescription medicine and
medical devices, also are eligible for a medical alert monitoring
system, including maintenance and rental, to a maximum of
$1,500 annually.
Please contact Reg at the Legion 519-271-4540 for a consultation.
804-B Ontario St., Stratford N5A 3K1
stratfordlegion008@gmail.com

25 S Service Rd, St. Marys, ON • 519.349.3022
Mon - Friday - 9-6 • Saturday, Sunday 10-5
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MacDougall helps guide young Golden Bears rugby squad in senior swansong
MATTHEW HARRIS
Stratford Times Editor

Nathan MacDougall admits it. He’s terrified out there, and it happens every time.
You read that right – the captain and
one of the most experienced players on
the Stratford District Secondary School’s
senior boys’ rugby team admits to being
scared whenever he steps on to the pitch and
stares down the opposition.
It lasts all of five seconds. Then, MacDougall does what comes naturally: he gets
down to business.
As scrum half for the Bears, MacDougall
is a central figure on the field for SDSS,
which is just how he likes it. There is a freedom he feels once the game has begun and
the ball is in his hands. His ability to steer
his team’s fate is one of the reasons for his
captaincy, those first five seconds notwithstanding.
In his words, it’s necessary.
“It’s that whole aspect of not knowing
what’s on the other side of the field from
you, not knowing what they have up their
sleeve,” he said. “You warm up with your
team and you talk to each other to get yourself ready. Then you line up and the whistle
blows and that’s when you find out what’s
waiting for you.”
MacDougall describes the exhilaration
of sprinting free with the ball in his hands
or making a drive-stopping tackle as things
that are great about the game, and says it
takes more than a little focus on his part to
ensure he doesn’t lose himself in those moments.
“I can’t let the energy become too much
for me, causing me to lose my edge,” he
said.
For as big as he can play on the field,
showing that edge by being one of the first
ones to lay a hit on the opponent or barking
out calls as a scrum sets up, MacDougall
doesn’t see himself as a cheerleading type.
Instead, it’s the behind-the-scenes stuff
where he stands out. A little pep talk here

and there, or going over something with a
teammate to make sure everyone is on the
same page is more his style. It’s something
Golden Bears head coach Anthony Roes
appreciates about his captain.
“The way he conducts himself in general,
he is responsible, mature, polite, but you get
him on a rugby field and the guy is a huge
competitor who is not afraid to tackle
anyone out there,” he said. “He is a
strong guy but not the biggest
on the pitch, especially
in a senior boys game.
When his teammates
see him leading the
charge on both
offence
and
defence, they
naturally are
pulled along
with him.”
Roes said
that MacDougall lets
his game do
the talking:
he
mixes
strong, crisp
passing and
great tackling
along with excellent physical conditioning
and a razor-sharp
mental approach
that makes players
around him want
to emulate those
same attributes.
And it’s those
things
that
MacDougall
has had to not
only display for
himself but also
be ready and
willing to impart to his team-

SHINING STARS (CONTRIBUTED PHOTOS/MARCIE STEARS)
Stratford District Secondary School was in Cambridge
to take part in the Track Wars exhibition track & field
meet on Friday, Apr. 29. It proved to be a fruitful trip
for the Golden Bears, as they collected eight medals
on the day: Luke Feltham (4:23.31) and Daniel Ogilvie
(4:26.76) earned gold and bronze respectively in the
Junior Boys 1500M race, while Olivia Mark earned
silver in the Senior Girls long jump with a distance of
4.62M. Other medalists for the Golden Bears included
Tyson Cassone (gold – Novice Boys pole vault; silver
– Novice Boys triple jump), Feltham, Olgivie, Mark
Barton, Mitchell Moore (silver – Open Boys 4X800M),
Alex Mueller (bronze – Junior Boys triple jump) and
Preston Baillie (bronze – Junior Boys high jump).

mates.
When he first began playing rugby as a
Grade 9 student, MacDougall
was excited
to be
following
in
the
footsteps
of his
older
siblings
who
had both
played for
Northwestern’s Huskies. As
with everything
over the last few
years, his development with the Golden Bears was sidetracked by the onset of
the COVID-19 pandemic
– he and some teammates
got to play 7’s instead of
a full 15, and the schedule was reduced. That
meant less experience
for him and for the future teammates coming up behind him.
In total, MacDougall
counts five players he
suited up with in Grade
9 on this year’s senior
squad, meaning he
had to be ready to help
them while still trying
to figure out the finer
points himself.
“There’s been a lot
of teaching involved as
we’ve gone along, but

there are times when I’m even still asking
questions,” he said. “We’re a lot better now.
In our first game, a lot of guys were looking to me and watching what I did, but now
there’s more back and forth and relying on
each other. They still see me as their leader and look to me for that knowledge, and
in turn I look to them for their energy and
excitement. That kind of relationship lifts
everyone and without it, those first five seconds of the game would feel a lot longer.”
Asked for descriptors of his captain, Roes
comes up with reliable and committed before capping off his thoughts on the matter
by calling MacDougall a good guy.
“He understands his role in the program
and what it takes to be successful – Nathan
comes from a family of rugby players that
have been a pleasure to coach and get to
know over the years,” Roes stated. “There
is no doubt that he will be successful in
whatever he chooses to pursue in life, based
on his attitude, work ethic and personality.”
It’s those traits that makes Roes believe
that MacDougall is capable of playing beyond high school even in spite of losing two
years of experience. The coach sees the talent and dedication are there, so all it would
take is finding the ability to balance academics with athletics. MacDougall loves
the sport and clearly doesn’t want to think
about the possibility that he’s playing the
last games of his career, but in a maturity
that belies his age, he knows there is a real
chance this could be it.
“I love rugby and I would love to be able
to come back (to SDSS) and play, or move
on to college and play there, but I think that
might be a bit too much for me when you factor in having to work more on your studies,”
he said. “I’ll miss it because it’s always going
to stick with me. Both of my siblings were
big into this sport, and I got to see my brother, Andrew, play here. That was so exciting
for me. He was like my rugby mentor and
that made me want to play. But I look at next
year’s team here and some of the guys will
be back. I know they’ll be in good hands.”
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Cobras prepare for trip to volleyball nationals

MATTHEW HARRIS
Stratford Times Editor

From turmoil comes the opportunity for
improvement – something the Stratford
Cobras U15 boys volleyball team is taking
to heart.
After an impressive season that saw the
boys ranked fifth heading into their provincial tournament, the Cobras hit a roadblock on their way to the title when they
lost to a lower-ranked Pakmen Black Lam
squad in straight sets 25-20 and 25-21. Instead of competing for the provincial title,
the U15 boys headed home to figure out
what went wrong.
Camilo Chacon Sandoval, the Cobras’
head coach, said the playoff loss to Pakmen was a bit jarring for the team but he
hopes they can use it as fuel for their fire.
Their season hasn’t finished yet, as the
Cobras head to Edmonton later this month
to take part in the national championships.
They’ll just one of five teams from Ontario there vying for the title, and Sandoval is
hoping to see his team put the
lessons they learned the hard
way to good use.
“At provincials, the team
was ranked fifth in the
tournament going into the
final day of playoffs but
we lost to a lower-ranked
squad – we have taken this
experience and are letting
it fuel us going into the
nationals in Alberta. We’ve
done a lot of goal-setting and

OFF TO EDMONTON

(CONTRIBUTED PHOTO)

The Stratford Cobras U15 boys volleyball team has its bags packed and is headed west,
joining 51 other teams at the nationals in Edmonton, Alberta, later in May.

mental strength exercises over the past
few months to really help us be focused and prepared for nationals.”
Like everyone else, the
Cobras have had to deal
with irregularities that
come with playing and
training during a pandemic. Sandoval said
they have maintained a
relatively normal schedule
whenever possible, and said
the team has made the best of

its opportunity.
“The team understood that our time
was limited because of the pandemic and
as in the previous year, our season could
be interrupted at any moment,” he said.
“The boys kept this in the back of their
minds every practice, game and tournament we had. The drive and desire to get
better from each athlete is what helped
the coaching staff prepare for the season
and get positive results in multiple tournaments throughout the season.”
Added to that, the Cobras are a bit of a
mixed bag with a combination of 14-and-

15-year-olds on the roster. That hasn’t been
a huge issue, as Sandoval said the team
came together because they all agreed on
what they wanted out of the season: a shot
at the gold.
“They came together because they understood what the end goal was,” the coach
said. “Not having a competitive season
last year allowed us to continue to develop
and work together to become a strong, cohesive team. The drive and motivation the
athletes had all season helped them to be
successful. In the 2020 season, we didn’t
have any competition and our season was
interrupted a few times – having this in
the back of our minds and knowing this
season could be taken away from us at any
moment, we knew we had to make the best
of every minute we spent on court.”
With that being said, the nationals now
stare them in the face. With 52 teams competing in the tournament (May 19-21), it
will take all their resources for the Cobras
to reach their ultimate golden goal. All
Sandoval wants to see is max effort so the
team can come home knowing they gave
every ounce of effort they could.
“The goal for nationals is to come out
with a positive result and build momentum into next season. We’ve won gold
medals as well as been upset in the quarter-finals of different tournaments, so we
have been on both sides of the coin when
it comes to results,” he said. “We will be
taking all the experience from this season
and leveraging it to come out with the best
possible result at nationals, leaving it all
on the court in Edmonton.”

Warriors eliminated from GOJHL playoffs in semi-final
against first-place Elmira

SPENCER SEYMOUR

Stratford Times Regional Reporter

An emotional season for the Stratford
Warriors came to an end on April 29th when
the team was eliminated from the GOJHL
playoffs by the Midwestern Conference’s
top-ranked Elmira Sugar Kings.
It was a hard-fought series by the Warriors who defeated the Ayr Centennials in
four straight games to get to the second
round of the playoffs. In Game One against
Ayr, a 40-save performance by Marcus
Vandenberg and goals from Camden Daigle
and Callan Christener propelled the Warriors to victory. Game Two featured another
strong performance by both teams but once
again, Vandenberg was lights-out in goal,
stopping 38 Centennials shots to backstop
Stratford to a 3-1 win. Hunter Nagge had
the first goal for the Warriors while Captain
Zac McCann scored twice.
The highly competitive first-round battle continued in Game Three when the
Warriors escaped with a 1-0 victory. Both
teams had 27 shots in the game and Daigle
recorded his second of the playoffs for the
only goal of the game. Game Four was once
again very close, with the Warriors gaining
early momentum thanks to a 1-0 first period
lead on the backs of an Izac Blum goal and
outshooting the visiting Centennials 19-8 in
the opening frame. However, Ayr got back

on track in the final 40 minutes, outshooting 24-12 in the second and third periods.
Goals in the middle period from McCann
and Cole Jenken proved to be enough for
Stratford, however, and the Warriors picked
up a 3-2 victory.
Nine days after their first-round series
ended, the Warriors ventured to Elmira to begin their semi-final and Stratford
stunned the Sugar Kings with a 2-1 overtime win. Nolan Adkins posted his first
of the playoffs while Daigle continued his
trend of timely and important goals with
the game-winner in the extra frame. Vandenberg stopped 28 of 29 Elmira shots.
The Sugar Kings responded in a big way in
Game Two, though, scoring three goals less
than six minutes apart two separate times
en route to a 7-3 win at the William Allman
Arena. McCann had Stratford’s first goal of
the game and Drew Ferris added two in the
third.
Elmira’s strong play continued in Game
Three as they picked up a 4-1 win over the
Warriors. Nagge had the lone Stratford goal
in the game and the Sugar Kings outshot
the visitors 27-17. Game Four brought much
more drama as the series shifted back to
Stratford, going into double overtime and
renewing the energy and spirits of the Warriors as they tied the series at two games
apiece with a 2-1 victory. Sheldon Pryce
had the only goal in regulation for the War-

riors, which was also the last time someone
would score until almost 13 minutes into
the second overtime when Luke Fritz buried the winning goal to tie the series.
In Game Five, however, the Sugar Kings
responded once again, winning 3-1 to take
the momentum and a 3-2 series lead. Nagge
got the game’s first goal with under three
minutes left in the second period. With just
over 12 minutes remaining in the third stanza, the Sugar Kings found the scoresheet,
before the eventual game-winner found its
way into the Stratford net with just 1:15 left
in the third. The Warriors pulled their goalie in an effort to tie the game but Elmira
potted an empty netter to seal the victory.
Back in Stratford for Game Six, the Sugar
Kings capitalized on their man advantages, netting three powerplay goals on four
opportunities. Those powerplay goals lifted the Sugar Kings to a 5-2 victory, ending
the Warriors' season that was filled with
ups and downs on and off the ice. Not only
was the season paused for a month earlier
this year due to a provincial shutdown, but
the Warriors have still been processing the
tragic passing of Carter Schoonderwoerd.
The Warriors have announced their yearly award winners. Zac McCann took home
four honours, including the Erik Anderson
Award for most regular-season points, the
Jack Wright Memorial Award as the regular season MVP, the Cherrey Buslines

Award as the best defensive forward, and
the Herb G. Parker Award as the most outstanding Stratford Minor Hockey Association graduate. Jonas Schmidt won the
Pavestone Plus Award for the best plus-minus. Nolan Adkins received the Jack Dent
Memorial Award as the most outstanding
defenceman. Marcus Vandenberg won the
Ron Schulthies Award as the rookie of the
year. Cole Jenken was recognized for his
leadership on and off the ice with the James
Elder Memorial Award. Sheldon Pryce received the Mike Lebreux Memorial Award
as the fans’ player of the year. Last but not
least, Hunter Nagge was named the most
improved player as he received the John
Mavity Memorial Award.
The team also announced that registration
for the 2022 Stratford Warriors Golf Classic has opened. The registration deadline is
Thursday, June 30th, and the Golf Classic
will take place Wednesday, July 13th at the
Stratford Country Club. The registration
fee for individuals looking to be placed in a
foursome is $125 per person if you register
by June 1st, afterwards, the fee increases
the $130 per person. Or, if you are part of a
foursome at registration, the fee is $500 by
June 1st and $520 afterwards. Lunch will be
served at 11:30 a.m. and the shotgun start is
scheduled for 12:30 p.m. with dinner taking
place at 6:00 p.m. To find the registration
form, go to www.stratfordwarriors.hockey.
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Warriors see four drafted in OHL drafts

Stratford Times Regional Reporter

Four Stratford Warriors’ affiliate players
(APs) were drafted by OHL teams in the
last month between both the main Priority
Selection and U-18 Draft.
Beginning with the Priority Selection,
defenceman Keaton Bartlett of Tavistock
was selected in the 11th round, 219th overall, by the Kingston Frontenacs. Bartlett

appeared in four games for the Warriors
this past season as well as three games in
the post-season.
One round later, the Windsor Spitfires
used the 242nd pick to select Goderich’s
Caeleb Bowler. The forward who appeared
in two games with this Warriors this season was one of three Huron-Perth Lakers
chosen in the Priority Selection, along with
Listowel Cyclones AP and Gowanstown’s
Tate Vader who was taken in the fifth round

U19 Revolution headed for
OBL finals in Kingston

with the 92nd overall pick by the Soo Greyhounds, as well as St. Marys-native Ryan
Hodkinson who was an AP for his hometown Lincolns and was chosen in the 13th
round with the 251st pick by the Oshawa
Generals.
In the 14th round of the Priority Selection, the Owen Sound Attack selected Warriors’ AP goalie Trenten Bennett with the
274th pick.
On May 5th, the OHL then held its U-18

U17 Revolution split at OBLs
opening weekend
The first weekend of the OBL Division D for the U17 boys was Saturday,
April 9. The weekend ended with the
team going 1-1 in two evenly matched
games.
In Game 1, Stratford took on the
YNBA Avengers. The Avengers led at
half 32-29 but Stratford took the lead by
the end of the third quarter and the regular time ended with a tie at 58-58. That
sent the boys to a 4 minute overtime
which was a nail biter but they pulled

HEADED FOR PROVINCIALS

Draft which saw one more Warriors’ AP
find an OHL home. Defenceman Matthew
Jenken was drafted 17th overall in the first
round by the Flint Firebirds.
Other area players who were selected
in the U-18 Draft include two St. Marys
Lincolns’ APs, goaltender Owen Davy
(second round, 31st overall) by the Owen
Sound Attack and forward Justin Skirten
(second round, 34th overall) by the London
Knights.

off a 70-66 win. Noah Dodson led the
offence and strong contributions from
all players right through the roster.
Game 2 against the Pelham Panthers
was a reverse of the first game. Stratford
came out of the gate with strong offence
and defence and went to half time with
the lead 26-25. Pelham’s three point
shooting came out in the second half
and Stratford had a few chances to take
the lead but Pelham pulled off the win
in a close match 50-47.

(CONTRIBUTED PHOTO)

The Stratford U19 Girls Revolution wrapped up their season and will be headed to
Kingston for the Ontario Cup this month.

From the scorched earth for organized team sports left by COVID over
the last two years, rose a team of girls
who didn’t want to give up on basketball. And, for the first time in SBA
(Stratford Basketball Association) history, the club boasts not one, but three,
girls OBA teams this year; a very encouraging turnout when we thought we
lost so many players for good.
With no 18U teams in the OBA, and to
net a few (older) players who’ve lost so
many years playing and can’t play next
year, the 2021-22 Revolution team, led
by head coach Steve Goforth, coaches
Bridget O’Reilly, Jessica Robinson and
Taylor Grasby, raised the age to compete as 19U. Made up of 18, 17, 16 and
even 15-year-olds, this mighty but lean
roster of 9 (players were lost to Covid
policies and injury) has hit courts all
over Ontario since December, earning big wins with even bigger point
spreads in the OBL (Ontario Basketball
League). This eager squad looks well
poised to take the top divisional medal
heading at season finals mid-May.
After a rough start of two losses on
OBL Weekend #1 in Peterborough, this
team - made up of just three long time
veteran Revolution players (Jensen
Pohl, Meghan Bannerman and Alexis Hinds) with one former other OBA
team player but new to Revolution, and
several new to SBA/Revolution/OBA
altogether - kept at it during twice
weekly practices to get to know each
other and gel to come back to compete
at subsequent OBL weekends. (Usually
OBL season is five weekends but with
Covid lockdowns, OBA/OBL sched-

uled just four this year)
OBL Weekend #2 in Vaughan in
early February showed off their focus,
hard work and growth netting two great
wins: 33-27 over the London 86’ers and
a whopping 43-28 over the Lakeshore
Lynx. Back at it again the end of February for OBL Weekend #3 in North York
started off with a tough, one-point loss
of 28-29 to the YSSK Ziorli, but Revolution 19UG shook it off to come back
strong, ending the day with a huge 4510 win over the Etobicoke Thunder.
With the final OBL weekend not until mid-April, the team hosted a mini
tournament at the Agriplex March 4 –
winning all games against the visiting
Ancaster Magic and London 86’ers.
It was this team’s final OBL Weekend #4 performance in North York that
was their best – the two-day, four game
outing April 9-10 netted another three
wins: 51-41 over the East York Eagles,
54-32 against the MUMBA Markham
Elite and a 49-39 win over the Brampton Warriors before a narrow loss of
40-44 in the final game. Revolution
19UG stand just .250 points behind
the division leading team but you can
count on this squad to bring their energy and athleticism to every game of
the upcoming three-day finals to take
the top spot.
Led by an equally dedicated and
committed coaching staff, this Stratford Revolution team are surely making
the most of their first OBA season back
after two years, looking forward to representing SBA and bringing home the
gold at their OBL Ontario Cup Division
Finals May 13-15 in Kingston.

FINISHING STRONG

(CONTRIBUTED PHOTO)

The Stratford Revolution U14 Girls competed in the OBA Championships this past weekend
finishing first in pool play before falling 21-18 to the Grimsby Grizzlies in the semi-finals
and narrowly missing out on the bronze medal with a 23-21 loss to the Barrie Royals in the
finals. The girls worked hard all season and showed significant improvement. In the back
row are head coach Brian Dingman, Avery McKay, Anne Nickel, Sophie LaCourse, Jessica
Dingman, Leah Russell, Hannah Vink, Avery Hinds, and coach Greg Willows. Pictured in
front are Emaline Willows, Arabella Raymer, Ailsa Raleigh and Lauren Hall.

Send in your sports reports

Coaches and/or parents are invited
to send in your sports reports and
pictures to the Stratford Times to let
Stratford and area know how your
teams are doing throughout the new
2021-22 season (and to create some
great scrapbook material to be reflected upon in future years).
Game reports should be kept to a

maximum of 100 words. Please
include a brief description of what
happened during your games, including the names of those who scored
and any special efforts made by your
players.
Please have all reports and pictures
in by the end of the month by emailing stratfordtimes@gmail.com.

RUN YOUR CLASSIFIED AD!
JUST $10 + HST PER EDITION
Contact: stratfordtimes@gmail.com or call 519-655-2341
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Local volunteer group providing assistance to refugees

Stratford Welcomes Refugees (SWR),
a group of volunteers originally formed
in 2015, is ready to support people interested in sponsoring vulnerable refugee families to find new lives in Stratford this year.
Using the recently reinstated Blended Visa Office-Referred (BVOR) program, this gives Stratford the chance
to make an even bigger world of difference. Complementing the support
being shown to refugees from Ukraine,
this is an opportunity to support vulnerable refugees from other areas of
the world.
Coming from Afghanistan, Syria,
Somalia, Sudan, and others, the BVOR
refugees are from countries that were in
the news, but now often get overlooked.
They usually have been refugees for
many years. They have been screened
and approved by both the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees
(UNHCR), and Immigration, Refugees, and Citizenship Canada (IRCC).
Through the BVOR program these
refugees will receive support to settle

into their new homes from both the federal government and their sponsors.
The BVOR program is highly success-

It all started with a few interested employees of Stratford General Hospital Imaging Department attending an event in
London. Braz for the Cause was a huge
annual event that raised money for the
Patient Assistance Program at London
Health Sciences Centre. The funds from
the Massel-Cruickshank Fund specifically went to men or women who were
going through Breast Cancer treatments.
The evening we attended was in 2007
and was supported by over 1000 women
and just as many businesses. This was of
particular interest to us Stratfordites because we were running a very successful Ontario Breast Screening Program at
Stratford General Hospital and opening
up our Breast Assessment Centre. This
centre was supported by a team of specially trained radiologists, mammography techs, breast ultrasound techs, five

general surgeons and a breast nurse navigator. We wanted to do something local
that resembled the London event.
In the spring of 2008, we introduced
the concept to a group of interested ladies by having a Bra decorating evening
at the Stratford Country Club. The idea
was born to have a smaller version of the
Braz for the Cause event here in Stratford
and we formed our own chapter and set
to work. Our first event was Friday May
8, 2009 at the Army Navy and Airforce
Hall. We raised over $14,000.00 in one
night and the success continued. Every
Friday of Mother’s Day weekend for 11
straight years.
The committee of 12 ladies were astounded at the decorated bras that came
through the door that first night and they
have improved every year since. Groups
of ladies would pick a theme and deco-

CANADIANS

(CONTRIBUTED PHOTO)

The Hmidi family, who settled here in 2017, celebrated becoming Canadian citizens on April
26 of this year.

ful. Since 2015, Stratford sponsorship
groups, with the help of the community, volunteers, donors, the Mennonite

Central Committee - Ontario (MCCO),
and Stratford Welcomes Refugees have
settled seven families.
These families now enjoy safe and secure lives. Their children go to school,
and several have graduated from high
school. The adults have found employment, learned English, and joined
community organizations. Some have
become Canadian citizens.
A sponsorship group needs roughly
$24,000 to support a family of four. The
money from the community fundraising is used by the sponsorship groups
to meet this financial obligation.
All funds raised to support the families are received, held, and disbursed
by the MCCO. Donors receive charitable tax receipts. Stratford Welcomes
Refugees is a group of volunteers, receives no money, and has no costs.
People who want to support vulnerable refugees to build new lives in
Stratford through donating, forming
sponsorship groups, and/or volunteering can find more information at
www.stratfordwelcomesrefugees.ca.

A wild, successful run for Braz for the Cause

CHUCKLES FOR A CAUSE

(MATT HARRIS PHOTOS)

Christophe Davidson makes a point while trying to get a laugh from the crowd during
the KW Humane Society’s ‘Paws For Laughs’ fundraiser on Friday, Apr. 22. Fellow comic Nigel Grinstead gets emphatic while delivering a punch line.

rate their bras to wear over their clothes.
Funny, colourful, they always amazed
us. For a mere $40.00 the evening ran
from 5:30 until 11 pm. There was always
a delicious meal. Tickets were sold for
“The Breast is Yet to Come”. This was
a ticket raffle for 4-6 large items. There
was a Silent Auction with hundreds of
donations from local businesses and individuals.
There was always a flurry at the end
to get the item you wanted. The evening
was led by an emcee and we had many
entertaining and wonderful Women keep
the evening flowing. The Parade of Braz
was always a hit so you could admire all
the creative talent in the room. Entertainment varied from year to year and included: belly dancers, stand-up comedienne,
choirs, soloists, choreographed dances by the committee and the last year a
dance with a live band. The solemn part
of the event was a candle lighting ceremony. Three candles were lit by guests
of the evening honouring Breast Cancer
survivors, those who are currently going
through treatment and those who had lost
their battle to the disease. Several years,
women and girls had their hair cut, by local hairdressers donating their time.
The cut tresses were donated to a wig
maker and some years local shops donated outfits to the hair donors so that
their make-over was complete. One year
there was a pink cement truck travelling
across the province collecting signatures and we were lucky enough to have
it parked at our event. In 2014 we partnered with the Stratford Firefighters. The
proceeds from the sale of their calendars
was split between ‘Braz for the Cause’
and ‘Camp Bucko’. We continued to raise
over $10,000 each year.
All that money, we were able to keep
locally. A great portion of it went to
the London Health Sciences Centre Patient Assistance Program. This funding

did not go to research but to help those
currently needing financial help during
their treatment. Since this was already
a charitable organization, they managed
the money through their requisition process. Help for those in Perth Huron included but was not limited to: child care,
anti-pain and nausea meds not covered
by insurance, taxi fares, parking, wigs,
prostheses and bras, palliative care.
Anything that improved the quality of
life of an individual with Breast Cancer
would be considered. We also donated
to the Knox Church Wig Program and
to Wellspring Stratford. Funds also provided post op comfort pillows to those
going through Breast surgery at Stratford General Hospital. Beta Sigma Phi,
a local sorority group made the bags and
added goodies to the pillows. These were
received either at a pre op appointment or
at time of surgery.
May 10, 2019 was our last event before
we were shut down due to COVID Pandemic restrictions. There is still money
available through the LHSC Patient Assistance Program and we will continue to
provide comfort post-op pillows until our
funds run out.
Ladies, it was quite a run! We are so
proud to have been part of the Stratford
Braz for the Cause success. The committee has had many members over the years
and these fun-loving, passionate women
were a joy to work with. We would all
like to thank the venues, ANAF Hall
(2009-2011, 2018-2019) and Arden Park
(2012-1017), all of those who entertained
for us, all the people and businesses
who donated to our Cause and the emcees who kept things running smoothly.
Most of all, THANKS to all of you who
attended our great events over the years.
We remember and honour all those who
have faced the diagnosis of Breast Cancer and/or supported a love one through
their journey.
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Local artist set to unveil Art of Ideas Gallery
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Time finally arrives for Zamfirescu to share his vision

MATTHEW HARRIS
Stratford Times Editor

After a long journey that covered a
winding path from Eastern Europe to
London to Toronto and finally St. Marys,
Eugen-Florin Zamfirescu has finally arrived at his moment.
Zamfirescu, along with his partner Elena Dumitru, will officially open the Art of
Ideas Gallery on May 29 for guided tours
of his work. That date has been a long
time in coming for the man who began his
working life as a filmmaker.
“The idea of having a place to show my
work came to me when we lived in Toronto, but I never thought I’d have something
like this,” Zamfirescu said of the Gallery,
which shares space with the home he and
Dumitru have at 236 Jones Street East.
“We had originally wanted a small house
in Stratford with a little place to show my
work. We are enchanted by the Theatre
and arts scene there. When we were over
there looking, we wound up coming to
St. Marys to look around because we had
some free time before we met with the realtor. At that time, we were living on King
Street in Toronto, so when I saw King
Street here I turned left and we found the
house.”
Once they were able to work out the logistics and make the move to St. Marys,
Zamfirescu set about bringing his vision
to life. Purchasing the house in 2017 was
only the first step – two years of preparing
was met by two more years of COVID-19
restrictions. But in all that time, the artist
remained patient and kept his eyes on the
future.
Which, in a way, helped inspire his
work. Some of what Zamfirescu uses in his
work has been collected over the years to
help create part of the installation – small
scales, camera lenses, old microscopes –
but then there is the artwork created from
his imagination. Paintings that have taken as many as two years to finish adorn

the walls, and Zamfirescu takes pleasure
in pointing out the pain-staking manner
in which they were created. Layer upon
layer shapes the vision of great ships, and
then they depict Zamfirescu’s vision of the
universe and man’s place in it before becoming introspective of man’s struggle for
survival and to avoid self-destruction. In
his own words, the Gallery is his way of
offering enlightenment.
“In ways, I’m trying to illuminate an alternative way to describe our history and
what we’ve done,” he said. “I have tried to
predict a way out for humanity from this
planet … we need imagination and science to work together towards this goal.
And I think that maybe what happens here
also happens on other planets.”
Through his work Zamfirescu is trying
to inspire people to work towards a planet that is free from political boarders, and
he offers a vision where he sees humans
free from political, socio-economic constraints.
Once the Gallery opens, patrons can
sign up for one of two tours held daily: the
first at 10:30 a.m. and the second at 2:30
p.m. Visitors have to stay with the guided
tour, which lasts between 45-60 minutes,
and tour groups are limited to 10 visitors
at a time. Admission is $20, and bookings can be arranged through www.artofideasgallery.com on their admission link.
But to finally have a gallery to call his
own after the journey he and Dumitru
have been on – both of them born in Romania and leaving there after the fall of
the Berlin Wall to head to London before

moving to Canada in 1996 – gives Zamfirescu a feeling of both peace and excitement.
“I am 63 years old and it took me some
time to create and collect this body of work
– that takes a lot of patience,” he said. “I
had to dream of things to paint and select
my subjects, deciding what’s important
for humanity to know. I’m trying to describe major ideas for humanity with my
work: if I’m going to be spending so much
time in front of a painting, it had better be
a good idea.”
He thinks back to what life was supposed to be like for him as a filmmaker,
but he recognized that the life of an artist
better suited his aspirations.
“As a filmmaker, I would have been
working with a team doing a lot of productions to come up with a piece of art – I discovered I’m mostly a lonely person, much
like a composer,” he said. “I tend to do my
best work by myself. As a painter, it’s your
own dreams you’re creating and you have
the total freedom to express the ideas you
have through your art and it is necessary
for me to express that through beauty. It
can be easier to express something without beauty just by saying, ‘this is what I
think’, but it’s harder to go with a visual to
decide if something is pleasurable or not.”
What it comes down to for Zamfirescu is
far simpler than the techniques he uses to
paint: through beauty, stir the mind.
“I hope that through the technique I’m
employing that I can first warm the strings
from the heart; once that gate has opened,
the brain will accept those concepts and

ideas even if they sound crazy,” he said.
“That’s why we called this place the Art
of Ideas Gallery.”

...Marine Modellers club prepares to launch new season

Continued from page 10

“There used to be a model boat club
in Stratford back in the 1980s, and Gord
Smith from Mitchell was the president back in those days,” Gillespie said.
“When the club folded, he joined our club
in Kitchener. Our models range from static to remote control sail boats and scale
electric (tugs, pleasure, naval), steam
powered and submarines”
With that much variety in models,
Gillespie said there is a little something
for everyone when it comes to deciding
what you want to float out there. At one
time, the craze was building the gas-powered speed boats – but as these things go,
that didn’t last.
“At one time, all people wanted was the
ones you could build to get them going 80
miles per hour, but finding places to run
these are hard to find due to their noise
and the liability involved,” he said. “The
main three that people build are sail, fast

electric and scale – scale tends to be the
most difficult.”
As cost for hobbies go, this one is a little
up and down depending on how involved
you want to get. Gillespie said newcomers
have lots of options: buying something
second hand and making most of the parts
yourself via a 3-D printer, and he added
that most of the radio control equipment
keeps coming down in price, too. And the
Golden Triangle’s club fees are not going
to make one feel seasick, either.
“Our membership is currently $40, and
junior members are just $10 for those 16
and under,” he said. “That includes membership in the Great Lakes Model Boat
Association, which is made up of clubs
from Toronto, Hamilton, Bobcaygeon,
Picton and Buffalo. We haven’t had many
activities since the pandemic started, but
we used to take part in regattas where
judging is done on your sailing skills as
well as displays at different festivals and
museums.”

Gillespie still remembers his first build, the lake, and it helps the kids to learn difa simple pleasure craft that came with a ferent skills.”
crude remote and small motors. He’s upThe Golden Triangle Marine Modellers
graded it since then and is thinking about club can be found on Lake Victoria on
running it out there this year, some 47 Monday evenings, just below the Festival
years after he got it. It’s things like this Theatre starting in mid-May. To find out
that keep him coming back, and he hopes more information on the club, you can
find their page on Facebook.
it can help attract new members as well.
“The most rewarding part about
this is hanging out with a bunch
of guys who have the same interest, and I also enjoy doing the research on a specific boat when I’m
building a model of it,” he said.” I
Did you get your taxes filed yet?
enjoy trying to get as much detail
as possible to make it look like the
If not, I can help.
real one. It’s rewarding to see the
finished model sailing and a lot
Home pickup and delivery available in
cheaper than the real thing. And it’s
Stratford area
a great family hobby to get into –
my daughter started building mod- Reasonable rates, professional service.
els with me when she was eight,
and she still occasionally runs her
Call or text Stewart Grant
boats with me. It’s quite relaxing at
at 519-868-1290

TAX RETURN
PREPARATION
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Stratford latest city to
join Project 529

EMILY STEWART
Stratford Times Correspondent

City cyclists can register their bike’s
information on an app to prevent theft
and search for information to recover
stolen bikes.
Stratford became the latest city to sign
up for Project 529 and residents can now
use the app. Stratford Police Cst. Darren
Fischer said the North American-based
app is the world’s largest bike registration program. App users can register
their bikes online as a way to prevent
theft and make the bikes easier to identify. Police are also more likely to return
recovered bikes to the owners.
So far, not a lot of people are registered on the app, but Project 529 is fairly
new to Stratford.
In addition to Project 529, potential
bike buyers can see if the bike is stolen by asking the seller to send them
the serial number. Then, they can show
the police the serial number to see if it
matches any stolen bike. The Canadian
Police Information Centre has a national
database of stolen property, but nothing
can be found without a serial number.
"Most people don't properly document
the serial number for your bike and take
photos of it and all that kind of informa-

tion, that's one of the reasons why most
people don't report their bikes as stolen,”
Fischer said.
The Stratford Police Service recovers
about 150 to 200 bicycles every year.
However, the true number of stolen
bikes in the city are likely higher because not everyone reports the thefts to
police.
“Out of those 150 to 200 bikes, we're
really only able to return about one to
two per cent of those bikes,” Fischer
said. “It's a very small portion of those
bikes to the owners because that bike
has either not been reported as stolen or
the proper information hasn't been provided to be able to identify it sufficiently. Hopefully, though this program we’ll
be able to improve those numbers.”
He also said that he found out through
other police services involved in Project
529 that stolen bikes are being found in
other areas. For example, the Vancouver
Police Department found a bicycle in the
city that was reported missing in Ottawa
just a few days before.
There will be a public launch of Project 529 in Stratford on May 28th. The
event will feature a silent auction to support the Optimist Club of Stratford.
To register your bike with the app, visit project529.com/garage.

HPPH becomes Living Wage
employer

Huron Perth Public Health (HPPH)
works in communities across the region aiming to improve the health and
well-being of residents. This includes
actions to reduce poverty and address
health inequities. Now, HPPH is making
a public commitment to the continued
well-being of their employees by certifying as a Living Wage Employer.
”Income is an important determinant
of health and a living wage not only improves an individual’s quality of life, but
also benefits the broader community,”
says Kathy Vassilakos, Board of Health
Chair. “I’m pleased that Huron Perth
Public Health is joining the growing list
of local organizations who recognize the
value of paying a living wage.”
“We thank HPPH for taking this public step to advocate for the well-being of
their employees and the region,” added
United Way Perth-Huron Executive Director Ryan Erb. “Their continued leadership and advocacy in support of building stronger local communities is greatly
appreciated.”
Based on a 35-hour work week, the
Perth-Huron Living Wage is calculated
regularly using local data and takes into
account the living expenses of a weighted
average of family types including a family of four, a single mother supporting a

seven-year-old child and a single adult,
once government transfers and deductions are factored in. Everyday expenses
in the calculation include housing, food,
utilities, childcare and transportation.
For more information about Perth-Huron’s living wage, visit perthhuron.unitedway.ca.
Huron Perth Public Health works with
our community to promote and protect health and prevent illness, based
on community need and employing
evidence-based interventions. We're
dedicated to delivering public health
programs, classes and services in our
community that are accessible for everyone. Our public health nurses, health
inspectors, health promoters, dietitians,
epidemiologists, and many other professionals promote and protect the health
of our community. We are governed by
the Board of Health and mandated by the
Health Protection and Promotion Act.
The SRPC is operated by United Way
Perth-Huron (UWPH) and is comprised
of volunteer community representatives
dedicated to the collection, analysis and
distribution of information relating to local social trends. Research enables United Way to discover and understand the
root causes of issues affecting Perth-Huron and in turn mobilize the community.
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Stratford Master Gardeners
receive TD grant for native tree
planting

Thanks to a $6,025 grant from TD
Friends of the Environment Foundation
(FEF) to the Stratford & Area Master Gardeners (SAMG), 400 native tree species
will be planted at TJ Dolan Natural Area
in areas identified as needing rejuvenation
and biodiversity.
There is a growing awareness in Stratford and across Canada about our disappearing native birds and animal species
due to loss of habitat. Native plants support native insect populations, which are
vital to provide food for birds and animals.
Without native plants, we are faced with
empty and silent landscapes. However, local people are coming together to reverse
this frightening trend.
The Upper Thames River Conservation
Authority (UTRCA) and the City of Stratford Parks Department provided advice on
the species to be planted which will include
hemlock, sugar maple, hickory, oak, hackberry, serviceberry and dogwood species.
On May 17 beginning at 9 a.m., people
from various community organizations
will help Master Gardeners with planting

300 trees and another 100 trees will be
planted on May 18.
“We appreciate this grant from TD FEF,”
said Don Farwell, Coordinator for Stratford & Area Master Gardeners. “Native
plant species are vital to support declining wildlife and insect species. This grant
from TD FEF will help local biodiversity
and move us closer to our goal of planting 2022 trees in Stratford in 2022. Also,
planting native trees will contribute to the
TD Friends of the Environment Foundation’s goal of planting one million trees by
2030.”
The TJ Dolan Natural Area needs additional native species to support wildlife,
including birds and pollinators. Increasing
the tree canopy will mitigate the impact
of climate change by sequestering carbon, and slowing the rising temperatures
associated with global warming. To date,
Stratford and Area Master Gardeners with
support from the community have planted
992 trees this year.
Please visit releafstratford.ca for more
information on upcoming events.

TTG joins Living Wage
employer list

The Technical Training Group (TTG)
is committed to improving the lives of
local people through leading edge technical and skilled trades training. Now,
it has also committed publically to the
well-being of its employees and the larger community by certifying as a living
wage employer.
“At TTG our goal is to deliver training
which provides our trainees with the ability to pursue well-paying and rewarding
careers in the skilled trades,” said TTG
Executive Director Cavell Fraser. “It is
equally important for us to recognize our
staff and their well-being by providing a
great working environment and being a
living wage employer.”
“We thank TTG for certifying,” added United Way Perth-Huron Executive
Director Ryan Erb. “Their support of
the living wage initiative is an important statement about their commitment to
supporting their employees and building
a stronger community.”
Based on a 35-hour work week, the
living wage in Perth-Huron is calculated
regularly using local data and takes into
account the living expenses of a weighted
average of family types including a family of four, a single mother supporting a
seven-year-old child and a single adult,
once government transfers and deductions are factored in. Everyday expenses
in the calculation include housing, food,
utilities, childcare and transportation.
For more information about Perth-Huron’s living wage, visit perthhuron.unit-

edway.ca.
The Technical Training Group (TTG)
is a leading-edge technical and skilled
trades training provider that is committed to providing and delivering local, relevant technical and skilled trades training to our region’s manufacturing and
construction sectors. Areas of specialization include Welder and Metal Fabricator Apprenticeship, Pre-Apprenticeship Multiple Trades Exposure Training,
Basic Trade Preparation, Youth Trades
Exposure, Working at Heights and Custom Training for individuals and companies.
The SRPC is operated by United Way
Perth-Huron (UWPH) and is comprised
of volunteer community representatives
dedicated to the collection, analysis and
distribution of information relating to local social trends. Research enables United Way to discover and understand the
root causes of issues affecting Perth-Huron and in turn mobilize the community.
United Way Perth-Huron is a 100%
local organization working community
by community to address #UNIGNORABLE issues such as poverty, mental
health and homelessness across our region. Thanks to United Way and its’ supporters, over 37,000 of the most vulnerable in Perth-Huron have a chance for a
brighter future. To show your #LocalLove by donating or volunteering, call
519-271-7730 or 1-877-818-8867, mail to
32 Erie Street, Stratford, ON N5A 2M4
or visit perthhuron.unitedway.ca.
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Advertise your restaurant specials here!
Call 519-655-2341 or e-mail us at
stratfordtimes@gmail.com

RESTAURANT GUIDE

Standing Out From the Crowd

el Cactus emerging as unique dining experience for locals and visitors alike
MATTHEW HARRIS
Stratford Times Editor

In a city like Stratford, standing out from everyone else could
be taken as the industry standard. Creative and unique are
words commonly associated
with a lot of the individual shops
and restaurants located in the
Festival City.
But even then, there is something else at work for el Cactus
Taco Shop. Something … different.
It could be any number of
things. It could be how Alondra
Galvez, the owner and proprietor
of the food truck-on-extra hot
sauce restaurant weathered the
COVID storm; it could be menu
on the wall that offers you a taste
of authentic Mexican food when
you’re at least 3,500-plus kilometres away from being able
to order it in person in Mexico;
maybe it’s the brightly coloured
tiles on the counter … or maybe
it’s the sense that when you walk
through the door, you’re about to
have a meal you can’t get anywhere else in the city.
Right on the restaurant’s website, it opens by telling you that
it’s ‘a unique and playful street
food experience’, and Galvez
wants you to know she’s doing
everything possible to make
your visit as authentic as visiting
a taco truck would be. But since
parking a truck indoors is impractical and likely illegal within
the city limits, you get the next
best thing.
“I think everything about el
Cactus is unique and playful
– what makes us unique from
other Mexican restaurants is
that we are really playing up the
street food experience,” she said.
“While we could never duplicate
pulling up to a taco stand and
parking illegally while people
are honking or swerving in and
out, the sounds of the street, the
smell of tortillas frying and the
sound of grilled meat crackling
… the heat of the day closing
in and the cool night air finally allowing you to breathe, and
the chatter, the people, oh man
the people… the best part about
Mexico is the people and second
is the food. I can get lost in these
thoughts, like I did just now, but
that’s what I bring to el Cactus.

MEXICAN MAINSTAY

(MATT HARRIS PHOTO)

Alondra Galvez has brought her unique taste to Ontario Street for the
last year, as el Cactus Taco Shop prepares for a summer season on the
patio with their flavour-filled menu.

Feeling that beautiful nostalgic
feeling that I get when I think of
Mexico.
“When I cook, I cook from
memories, from a thought or a
moment and sometimes it’s an
experiment or a midnight idea,
a dream or a drumbeat … but
whatever it is, it’s always fun. It’s
supposed to be fun.”
Galvez said she designed her
menu – which changes between
two options depending on the
time of year – with names that
make people smile, laugh or
break into songs. That’s part of
the fun of it, for her and her customers.
“On my last menu, I had a taco
called Pio Pio Pio, a reference to
a most beloved children’s song,
and the number of Latinos that
came in and started singing literally made every challenge of
owning a business worthwhile,”
she said.
Challenges have been aplenty
since Galvez opened the doors
in 2021. Having just recently secured her liquor license was only
the latest in a series of things
she’s had to deal with: staffing
shortages, riding food costs,
pandemic restrictions to name
some – all of which come on top
of being a mom to boot. A work/

life balance is still somewhere
just at the edge of her reach, but
that doesn’t stop Galvez from
trying.
“We’ve had to shift things
around a few times to find what
works best for the shop and our
team. The rising food cost since
we
opened
due to the pandemic, combined with the
restrictions
and closure,
while protecting the jobs of
my team has
been extremely challenging,” she said.
“I’m going to
be completely honest here
–
there’ve
been
some
scary
moments where
I thought to
myself, ‘f__k,
this
might
be it’. Luckily, we have
an incredible
community who have
welcomed us

with open arms. We have wonderful customers that have supports us week after week, and
the BIA has done an exceptional
job in promoting Stratford, its
businesses and drawing people
to our downtown. The resources available to small businesses
through the Community Futures
Development Corporation have
really made a difference in my
success, and I am grateful for
the support and love I feel from
this community. But finding that
work/life balance … I would say
that’s the most difficult part of it
all. I have a wonderful team that
is extremely understanding and
a very strong support system at
home which includes an incredible babysitter, but it is still hard
to manage the stress of running
a business during COVID, mom
duties AND keeping my mental
health in check.”
Deciding to dedicate her life
to food was easy: Galvez recalls
falling in love with cooking because of her grandmother, with
whom she lived for most of her
childhood. Cooking was their
time together, and she soaked up
as much as she could while her
grandmother ‘created her magic’.
But making the leap from that to
cooking for a living wasn’t easy.
But neither was the situation she

found herself in before opening
el Cactus.
“Deciding to open the shop in
the middle of a global pandemic
was not an easy decision and it
took a lot of nerve and was a bit
crazy, but I had found myself in
a very uncomfortable situation,”
she explained. “I was newly single, out of work and on welfare
with two small children at home
and I couldn’t find a job that offered the flexibility I needed to
be everything I needed to be for
my children. Frankly, I didn’t
have anywhere to look but up – it
was now or never, and the dream
of opening my own restaurant
has been there since I decided
to cook professionally. I lacked
the nerve, so what changed?
My kids – they gave me all the
nerve I needed. Once I made the
decision, I never looked back.
There was no option to fail, so I
was going to carve out my own
space, doing what I loved to do. I
was going to create.”
CONTINUED TO PAGE 26
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Perth, Middlesex get broadband investment

The governments of Canada and Ontario, in partnership with Southwestern Integrated Fibre Technology (SWIFT) Inc,
have completed construction on broadband networks that will soon support the
launch of fast, reliable high-speed internet
to connect more than 660 homes, businesses and farms in Perth and Middlesex
counties.
Both levels of government have invested more than $3.2 million in total to bring
high-speed internet to Listowel, Amulree,
Mennonite Corner, Ratzburg, Hampstead
and Lisbon in Perth County, and Caradoc
and Thames Centre in Middlesex County. The completion of these infrastructure
projects, bring Ontario one step closer to
delivering on its commitment to connect
every community to high-speed internet
by 2025, while also building stronger rural communities and laying the foundation
for long-term economic growth.
“Fast and reliable internet connection is
vital to the growth and prosperity of all
Canadian communities,” said Jennifer
O’Connell, Parliamentary Secretary to the
Minister of Intergovernmental Affairs,

Infrastructure and Communities, on behalf of the Honourable Dominic LeBlanc,
Minister of Intergovernmental Affairs, Infrastructure and Communities. “Our government is working with the Government
of Ontario to make it faster and easier for
communities across Perth County and
Middlesex County to connect with loved
ones, customers, essential services, and
the world.”
“Our government is getting it done and
delivering on its commitment to provide
access to high-speed internet throughout rural Ontario,” said Lisa Thompson,
Minister of Agriculture, Food and Rural
Affairs. “Projects like these that connect
more communities to high-speed internet
are crucial to building a stronger Ontario by helping families and farmers stay in
touch with loved ones, enabling them to
access supports they need while providing
a much-needed boost to the local economies.”
“Raising a family, living or working in
a rural community should not be a barrier to internet access,” said Randy Pettapiece, MPP for Perth-Wellington. “I’m

extremely pleased that SWIFT is bringing
this much-needed infrastructure to many
businesses and residents in our community. These investments will bring new opportunities for these areas and builds on
our government’s efforts to expand highspeed internet throughout Ontario.”
More than $255 million has been invested by the governments of Canada and
Ontario and the private sector to bring
high-speed internet to more than 63,000
households and businesses in Southwestern Ontario through SWIFT by the end of
2025.
“With new high-speed fibre-optic
connections now being made available
through the SWIFT program in both the
counties of Perth and Middlesex, today’s
announcement marks yet another milestone for SWIFT and our partners as we
move the region one step closer to a more
connected Southwestern Ontario,” said
Gary McNamara, SWIFT Board Chair.
“We would like to thank the federal and
provincial governments for their ongoing
support as we continue to work together to
accelerate the expansion of broadband in-

frastructure to drive greater connectivity
throughout Southwestern Ontario.”
Some quick facts about the investment: the governments of Canada and
Ontario are each contributing more than
$63 million to SWIFT through the New
Building Canada Fund’s Provincial-Territorial Infrastructure Component – Small
Communities Fund of the Investing in
Canada plan; they have each also contributed $500,000 to connect more than 290
homes, farms and businesses in Listowel,
Amulree, Mennonite Corner, Ratzburg,
Hampstead and Lisbon in Perth County;
the governments of Canada and Ontario
have each contributed more than $1 million to connect more than 370 homes,
farms and businesses in the Caradoc and
Thames Centre in Middlesex County.
The Ontario government is committing
nearly $4 billion in broadband infrastructure to connect every region of the province with access to high-speed internet by
the end of 2025. This proactive approach
is the largest single investment in highspeed internet, in any province, by any
government in Canadian history.

Council waives 2022 patio fees for non-alcoholic restaurants

SPENCER SEYMOUR

Stratford Times Regional Reporter

Despite City of Stratford staff recommending against the option, the majority of
Stratford City Council voted on April 11th
to proceed with a fee waiver in 2022 for
some restaurants that employ an outdoor
patio or café.
Mayor Dan Mathieson along with Councillors Beatty, Bunting, Burbach, Clifford,
Gaffney, Ritsma, and Vassilakos voted in
favour of a proposal to waive outdoor patio

fees for restaurants that don’t serve alcohol.
According to the report brought forward by
City staff, only six of the 30 participants in
the outdoor patio program in 2021 appear
to be restaurants that don’t serve alcohol.
Councillors Henderson and Sebben voted
in opposition to this option with both supporting broader fee waivers earlier in the
discussion.
City staff recommended against this option over concern that it would increase
“red tape” with the program at a time when
staff are trying to make it more efficient.

This option will require a certain level of
vetting among applicants to determine
whether or not they serve alcohol and thus,
whether they are eligible to have their fees
waived. The report also noted that “such a
requirement would also be difficult to track
and enforce should a business apply for a
liquor license and start serving alcohol
following the issuance of an Outdoor Café
license.”
Speaking about her decision to vote in
favour of the partial fee waiver, Councillor
Vassilakos noted that the waiving of fees

“continues to be a temporary measure”
and due to a mark-up in alcohol price, “the
businesses struggling the most are the ones
that don’t have the alcohol option in addition to the regular menu items.” Vassilakos noted that she would have preferred a
“blanket option” which was presented and
Vassilakos did vote in favour of along with
Councillors Burbach, Henderson, and Sebben. However, the option to waive all fees
for the outdoor patio program was defeated
with five votes opposed and only four in
support.

AMDSB partners with Technical Training Group on
Pre-Apprenticeship program

The Avon Maitland District School
Board is once again partnering with the
Technical Training Group (TTG) to deliver three Manufacturing Pre-Apprenticeship Multiple Trades Exposure programs
which are funded by the Ministry of La-

bour, Training and Skills Development
(MLTSD). These programs are 25 weeks
in length and will be delivered at three
AMDSB schools across Huron and Perth
counties: Stratford District Secondary
School, Central Huron in Clinton and Lis-

...el Cactus standing out

Continued from page 25
Her creations have found a home on the
wall of el Cactus, as the menu lays out before her customers. Galvez says some of the
more popular choices are el Cochinito and
el Hippie, and she loves diving into some
of the other options listed there. With the
warmer weather on the way, she can’t wait
for people to try the sikil p’ak and the little
fruit cups with lime and chili. Another part
of what gives Galvez pleasure in her shop is
the ability to source many of her ingredients
locally – she uses 5 Chicks and a Farmer and
McIntosh Farms just to name two.
“We use as much local produce as we
can, and it’s something I’ve always done at
home and it’s extremely important to me so
it seemed natural to carry that value to my

business,” she said. “When you support local farmers, not only are you supporting the
business, you are protecting the jobs they
provide and advocating for our environment.
As a business owner, I’m always working on
creating a greener space – we are currently
making the switch from recyclable takeout
containers to reusable ones with the help
of the be.friendlier company. We keep our
takeout compact, and we use Blue Heron for
our delivery services. We also encourage
bringing your own bag to pick up your takeout because every little bit helps.”
A full menu plus home kits, event and catering options can be found on elcactus.ca.
The el Cactus Taco Shop is open Thursday
through Sunday, 11:30 a.m. to 7:30 p.m., and
is located at 2 Ontario Street.

towel District Secondary. The registration
deadline for SDSS students is June 21.
These highly successful tuition-free
programs are a unique opportunity for
people who are at least 18 years old and
are either underemployed, unemployed or
working part-time to gain skills and industry connections in the manufacturing
sector. To be eligible for this opportunity,
applicants must have a secondary school
diploma or a GED (or will have completed
either by the end of the program).
“We are very pleased to continue
the longstanding partnership between
AMDSB and TTG to offer enhanced
programming to people in our communities. By leveraging available space in our
schools and embedding industry partners,
we are able to offer unique, innovative
and enriching experiences. In AMDSB
we strive to prepare students for their next
step and to prepare them for a changing
world and this program creates a place for
youth to explore employment in the trades
and support local employers looking to
hire skilled trade workers,” said Jane
Morris, Superintendent of Education for
AMDSB.

These programs will deliver hands-on
training and theory for people interested
in pursuing a career as a Welder, Metal
Fabricator or General Machinist and includes employment preparation classes
which will be delivered in partnership
with the Centres for Employment and
Learning and the Conestoga Career Centre. These programs will culminate in an
8-week, full-time, paid work placement
with a local employer. The goal is that
these work placements will connect people with full-time employment opportunities, allowing them to build on the skills
they have acquired in the program and
pursue careers in the skilled trades.
“This program is tuition-free and a
great opportunity for people to get into
the skilled trades at an early age. There
are many employment opportunities in
the skilled trades throughout Huron and
Perth. This program will be a gateway for
well-paying, fulﬁlling careers and help
support the demand for skilled workers in
our communities,” Shawn Bontaine, TTG
Business Manager said.
For more information, or to apply, please
visit the TTG website.
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Parlour wins Guest Satisfaction award
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The 2022 Guest Satisfaction Award
winners have been announced and a local business has received top honours
from Choice Hotels Canada. The Parlour Inn, which joined the Ascend Hotel
Collection in March 2020, has won their
first Platinum Award, recognizing their
operational excellence and dedication to
superior guest service.
Throughout 2021, hotels navigated softer demand, while continuing to
meet the shifting expectations of guests.
Criteria for the 2022 Guest Satisfaction
Awards to determine recipients included results from key performance indicators, as well as guest survey results. The
12 Platinum winners represent the best
of the best and are among the top three
per cent of hotels in the Choice Hotels
Canada portfolio of more than 330 properties.

“This award is even more significant
after two years of uncertainty in our industry,” said Brian Leon, CEO of Choice
Hotels Canada. “The Parlour Inn is a
hospitality leader and has demonstrated
that reaching the highest levels of guest
satisfaction is always attainable.”
This is the first Platinum Award for
the 28-room historic boutique hotel
which range from well-appointed traditional guest rooms to two-bedroom
suites. Located in downtown Stratford
at 101 Wellington Street, guests of the
hotel will appreciate the convenient
amenities that include an onsite restaurant and room service, complimentary
shuttle and three meeting and event
rooms that can accommodate groups up
to 120.
“We’re so proud to be recognized with
this prestigious award,” said Bill Cutt,

general manager, The Parlour Inn. “It
is only possible with the hard work and
dedication of our entire team and we
hope to continue to provide best-in-class

hospitality for many years to come”
For more information on The Parlour Inn or a reservation, visit
www.choicehotels.com.

The governments of Ontario and Canada are investing over $8.2 million in local
water infrastructure projects, Perth-Wellington MPP Randy Pettapiece announced
recently.
“Safe and accessible water is essential,”
said Pettapiece. “This investment will improve local drinking water infrastructure,
further protecting our drinking water and
wastewater systems. Without these projects, small communities like ours would
not be able to prepare for future growth.”
This investment will come from Green
Infrastructure Stream of the Investing in
Canada Infrastructure Program, a costshared, application-based infrastructure
funding opportunity.
Funding allocations are as follows:
Shakespeare’s drinking water treatment
will get a $483,479.50 investment from Ontario, while West Perth will see $174,698
invested in theirs. Minto, Moorefield and
Mount Forest will also see the province
helping out – Moorefield’s drinking water
treatment getting the most significant boost
at more than $1.66 million.

Municipality Project
Provincial Amount Total Funding
Shakespeare
Drinking water treatment
$483,479.50
$1,450,583.55
Drinking water pump stations $67,076.63
$201,250
Minto
Moorefield
Drinking water treatment
$1,663,033.68
$4,989,600
Mount Forest Drinking water reservoirs
$375,795.75
$1,127,500
West Perth
Drinking water treatment
$174,698
$524,146.43
$2,764,083.56
Total		
$8,293,079.98
“Today’s green infrastructure invest- providing more than $140.5 million in
ments will bring long-lasting benefits to these projects, Infrastructure Canada is inthousands of residents across Ontario. vesting more than $190.2 million, while reThese 144 projects will provide increased cipients are contributing more than $108.5
access to clean water, improve the reliabil- million.
ity of our water systems, and protect health
Under the Investing in Canada Plan, the
and safety,” said the Honourable Kinga federal government is investing more than
Surma, Ontario’s Minister of Infrastruc- $180 billion over 12 years in public transit
ture. “This investment is just one of the projects, green infrastructure, social inframany ways our government is building a structure, trade and transportation routes,
cleaner, more sustainable Ontario for to- and Canada’s rural and northern commuday, and for generations to come.”  
nities. Over the last six years, the GovernThese projects are a part of a joint in- ment of Canada has invested over $18.6
vestment towards 144 water infrastructure billion toward more than 4,180 infrastrucprojects across Ontario that will provide ture projects across Ontario.
residents with safer and more reliable
During that period, over $44 billion has
drinking water and drinking water infra- been invested in communities by Infrastructure. The Government of Ontario is structure Canada across the country to

support world-class infrastructure projects,
including over $4.4 billion for community
drinking water and wastewater infrastructure projects. Ontario is investing over
$10.2 billion under the Investing in Canada
Infrastructure Program to improve public
transit; community, culture and recreation;
green, and rural and northern community
and other priority infrastructure.
Over the next 10 years, Ontario has
planned infrastructure investments of over
$148 billion to support the construction,
rehabilitation and modernization of new
schools, hospitals, public transit, roads,
bridges, and access to quality, reliable
high-speed internet. These investments
are part of the Ontario government’s plan
to build Ontario by getting shovels in the
ground on critical infrastructure projects
that will stimulate job creation and boost
economic growth, while protecting health
and safety to build strong, resilient communities. Infrastructure Canada helps address
complex challenges that Canadians face
every day—ranging from the rapid growth
of our cities, to climate change, and environmental threats to our water and land.

Shakespeare, West Perth among local sites to get water
infrastructure funding

COMING EVENTS

FRIDAY LUNCHES
Every Friday; 11:00 - 1:00 p.m.
Army Navy Hall, 151 Lorne Ave. E.,
Stratford
Everyone is welcome. Take out available.
$11/meal.
WILDWOOD DRAGON BOAT
CHALLENGE
Sunday, May 29, 2022; 8:00 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
Wildwood Conservation Area
Dragon boat challenge open to youth
(11+), adult teams & individuals. Pre-event
practices are available May 14-28, coaching
& everything you need is provided! Races
include 100m sprints / knock-out, 300m &
1k flag catching. Come race or cheer teams
on to the finish line! Participant vehicle
entrance is free, spectators only are subject
to park entry fee, event is open to the public.

GARDEN STRATFORD MEETING
“HOSTAS AND OTHER
PERENNIALS“
Monday, May 30, 2022; 6:30 - 9:00 p.m.
Army Navy Hall, 151 Lorne Ave. E.,
Stratford
Open to Everyone; free admission. Subject
to change to Zoom due to Covid-19 - any
changes will be announced on Garden
Stratford Facebook.
The meeting will begin with a Garden Chat
about Growing Vegetables
Speaker Presentation: “Hostas and Other
Perennials” by Shirley Koch. Shirley, owner
of Riverbend Hostas west of Listowel, will
share her secrets about raising hostas and
other perennials.
TAVISTOCK MEN'S CLUB FISH FRY
Wednesday, June 1, 2022; 4:00 - 7:00 p.m.

Email to inquire
stratfordtimes@gmail.com

Tavistock Men's Club Hall, 78 Woodstock
St. N., Tavistock
Dine-in or take out. Adults $25, ages 6-12
$15. For tickets visit the Men's Club Hall or
call 519-655-2286 or 519-655-2708, email
tavistockmensclub@outlook.com

p.m., fish fry at 5:00 p.m., fireworks at
dusk.
Shakespeare Ballpark and Community
Centre
Everyone is welcomemand bring the kids
for the midway.

FRYFOGEL'S TAVERN BBQ
FUNDRAISER
Saturday, June 4, 2022; 10:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Wild Hog Country Market
All proceeds will go towards restoration the
projects that are currently underway at the
1844 Fryfogel Tavern & Inn.
Questions? Feel free to email us at:
fryfogeltavern@gmail.com

STRATFORD LIVE MUSIC & FOOD
Friday, June 17 - Sunday, June 19
Stratford Live Music and Food (formally
known as Stratford Blues & Ribfest) is
excited to announce Here Comes The Sun,
a celebration of live music in Stratfords
vibrant community.
Here Comes The Sun will take place on
Friday June 17, Saturday June 18th and
Sunday June 19th 2022 at the Veterans
Drive Bandshell and features live music,
local vendors, food trucks, kids activities &
MORE!

SHAKESPEARE'S 75TH ANNIVERSARY
FIELD DAY & FISH FRY
Saturday, June 11, 2022; Starts at 1:00
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OH, THE PLACES WE’LL GO: Holland America Line's
Noordam is welcoming cruisers again

PAUL KNOWLES
Contributor

It was a stunningly beautiful
night. The moon was reflected
in the sparkling waters of the
Mediterranean Sea. We were
sailing past the island of Sicily,
and its active volcano, Mount
Etna, was there in all its fiery
glory.
The one downside – I was sitting on my balcony, all alone. I
was solo on this particular media trip. But that was somewhat
compensated for by the complementary appetizers, and the bottle of very nice champagne that
was chilling in the ice bucket.
I’m not a fan of every last
cruise available. Some – in the
Caribbean, for example – take
you to a series of ports that appear virtually identical. If you
want to experience the uniqueness of very special places like
Barbados, Grenada, or Dominica, for example, arriving (and
soon departing) on a cruise ship
ain’t the way to go.
But the Mediterranean cruise
was spectacular.
The reason I am rabbiting on

about this is, I just received a
media release from Holland
America, announcing that their
ship, the Noordam, returned
to service at the end of April.
That’s my ship! Well, at least,
it’s the ship I was on as I sailed
past Mount Etna – and from
which I visited Malta, Croatia,
Santorini, Ephesus, and more.
Like many cruise ships, the
Noordam has been out of service, in drydock, for more than
two years. We’ve been reading,
for a while now, that cruising is
back, but the truth is, it is slowly coming back. A lot of cruise
ships, like the Noordam, are just
now touching water again for
the first time in years.
Julie Ellis is Vice President of
the PR firm representing Holland America. I asked her if the
ship has simply been in storage
during the pandemic. Not at all,
it turns out. Holland America
– with faith in the future – has
used the time to refit its ships.
Julie told me there have been a
lot of upgrades to the Noordam
since I sailed on her – although
I thought it was pretty terrific
then, too, and that was not that
many years ago. But Julie said,
“The ship just came out of a refit
right before entering service last
week, so she's fresh and shiny.
New carpeting, furniture, window coverings, pillows, etc. She
looks great.
“In the previous drydock, our
Music Walk venues were added, specifically, Billboard Onboard (dueling pianos), Lincoln
Center Stage with our amazing
performers and a B.B. King's

Holland America's newly re-launched Noordam.

(HOLLAND AMERICAN LINE PHOTO)

The luxurious, over-the-top Noordam dining room.

Blues Club. In this last drydock
we just added Rolling Stone
Lounge where B.B. King's
was. The Lounge features a
seven-member band that plays
hits of all genres from the last
60 years, including B.B. King's
Blues Club music.”
The Rolling Stone Lounge “is
brand new so we don't have photos yet,” she said.
The Noordam is not the only
Holland America ship to have
suffered COVID isolation. “She
is the eighth ship in the fleet to
restart since the industry-wide
pause in March 2020,” added
Julie.
I thought it was interesting that
the Noordam has re-launched on
a whole new voyage with strong
Canadian connections. The
ship left Port Everglades in Fort

(HOLLAND AMERICAN LINE PHOTO)

Lauderland for a passage of the
Panama Canal, then onward to
Vancouver. The Noordam will
be sailing the famous Alaska
cruises this summer, and into
September.
Holland America intends to
have all of its ships back in service by next month. At the Noordam re-launch, Gus Antorcha,
president of Holland America
Line, said, “We are excited to
welcome guests aboard Noordam once again as we continue
the pace of having all 11 of our
ships back in service by June.
With each relaunch we are able
to bring more of our team members back on board and into the
Holland America Line family.
They have been waiting for this
day to welcome our guests and
get back to cruising.”

The cruise line reports that
since they “restarted cruising in
July 2021, Eurodam, Koningsdam, Nieuw Amsterdam, Nieuw
Statendam, Rotterdam and Zuiderdam have returned to service
with cruises in Alaska, the Caribbean, Europe, Mexico, California Coast and South Pacific.”
But I was especially touched
by the additional note about the
ship Volendam, which “currently is under charter by the
government of the Netherlands,
positioned alongside in Rotterdam accommodating Ukrainian
refugees.” The real world meets
the fantasies of cruise life!
I was also intrigued to learn
that Holland America is focusing
heavily on Canada’s west coast.
The line reports, “With a strong
cruise presence in Vancouver,
Holland America Line is set to
position four ships out of the Canadian homeport in 2022. A fifth
includes a visit to Vancouver at
the end of April. Noordam also
will offer longer Cruisetours
that combine a three-, four- or
seven-day Alaska cruise with an
overland exploration of Denali
National Park. Holland America
Line is the only cruise line that
extends land tours up to the unspoiled reaches of Canada's Yukon Territory.”
I might not catch a glimpse
of Sicily this time, but I think I
could be persuaded to sail on the
Noordam again!
Paul Knowles is an author
and travel writer. To contact
Paul about travel, his books, or
speaking engagements, email
pknowles@golden.net.

(HOLLAND AMERICAN LINE PHOTO)

The new Billboard Onboard room, with dueling pianos.
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Riddles

Why couldn't the shipmates play cards?
The captain was sitting on the deck
If a rooster laid a white egg and a brown
egg, what kind of chicks would hatch?
None. Roosters don't lay eggs.

RAZ

This is Raz. She is a 4-year-old female

cat. Raz is a sweet and chatty girl who

won't hesitate to tell you when she would
like some attention. She loves getting

What did the vampire bring to the
baseball field?
His bats

head rubs and likes to sleep the afternoon
away in the sunshine. If you’re ready to

What kind of dog can jump higher than a
skyscraper?
Any dog, skyscrapers can't jump.

receive lots of love, visit

https://kwsphumane.ca/adopt/process

and fill out an adoption survey for Raz.

What is black and white and read all
over?
A newspaper.

Word Search

What's the difference between a teacher
and a train?
The teacher says throw out that gum and a
train says chew, chew
What kind of witch lives at the beach?
A sandwich.
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ICE CREAM FLAVOURS

Name:

Created with TheTeachersCorner.net Word Search Maker
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Why did the rooster cross the road?
Because he wasn't a chicken.
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Pet of the
Month

Why was the music teacher not able to
open his class room?
Because his keys were on the piano.

te
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6
7
5
9

VANILLA
MAPLE
BANANA
DOUGH

CHOCOLATE
WALNUT
CARAMEL
BLACK

STRAWBERRY
COCONUT
COOKIE
CHERRY

Vanilla
Chocolate
Strawberry
Maple walnut
Coconut
Banana
Caramel
Cookie dough
Black cherry
Bubble gum
Rocky road
Neopolitan
Butter pecan
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Huron Tract Land Trust
elects new chair

Nature is permanently preserved and
enhanced on four local properties in an
historic part of Ontario thanks to generous community donors and the work of
the Huron Tract Land Trust Conservancy
(HTLTC). The Mayhew Tract, Bayfield
River Flats, Woodburne Farm, and the
Heaman Tract are protected for the long
term thanks to community donors. The
land trust was formed in 2011 and has entered its second decade of work protecting
natural areas in the historic Huron Tract.
The land trust elected Max Morden as
new Chair at the HTLTC’s Board of Directors meeting on April 28, 2022. He
takes over from Past Chair Roger Lewington who has led the land trust since its
inception in 2011. Lewington welcomes
Morden to his new role, and expresses
his heartfelt thanks to the families and organizations who donated these protected
lands, and to the local people who donated towards land acquisition and maintenance. “We are so very lucky to have such
thoughtful, generous, and visionary people in our area,” he says.
The new chair of HTLTC lives in Grand
Bend, and has a background in law and
communications. He has an active interest in environmental action, which he
pursues as a member of the Rotary Club
of Grand Bend and Lakeshore Eco-Network. Morden thanks Past Chair Roger
Lewington for his “decade of outstanding
service leading the HTLTC,” and looks
forward to his continuing support as a
director.
Morden says the HTLTC Board of Directors looks forward to its second decade
of preserving the nature benefits of land
for the future. “We would like to thank all
the families who have donated land and all
the generous community members who
have made donations to preserve these
important natural areas for the future,”
says Morden. “They are truly leaving a
lasting land legacy.” Morden encourages
people in the community to consider a
donation of land or a financial donation.
“Preservation of natural areas is one of
the best and most permanent ways we can
fight climate change and preserve habitat
for the future.”
The new Chair encourages prospective donors to contact any member of the

Humane Society seeking
foster homes

Board of Directors or to contact staff at
519-235-2610 or toll-free 1-888-286-2610.
“Four important properties are now protected for the future thanks to the generosity of donors and the community,” Morden said. “Donors care deeply about these
properties and the land trust gives them a
way to be sure they will be preserved and
enhanced for future generations.”
The current land trust board is Max
Morden, Grand Bend; Roger Lewington,
Bayfield; Don Farwell, Stratford; Paul
Spittal, Bayfield; Peter Twynstra, Ailsa
Craig; Philip Walden, Thedford; Steve
Bowers, Brussels; Kim McCabe of London and Bayfield; and Alison Lobb, of the
Clinton area.
Thanks to generous public donations of
land and money, the land trust protects
four important nature areas: Heaman
Tract (2019), near Ailsa Craig, donated by Janet Heaman in memory of Jack
Heaman; Woodburne Farm (2018), near
Goderich, donated by Ilse Elliott and her
late husband William Elliott; Bayfield
River Flats (2017), donated by Bayfield
River Valley Trail Association (BRVTA)
and community donors; Mayhew Tract
(2015), near Holmesville, donated by the
Mayhew Family, in memory of Jack and
Iris Mayhew.
The Huron Tract Land Trust Conservancy was formed in 2011, by the Ausable Bayfield Conservation Foundation,
a registered Canadian charity. The land
trust serves the area of the historic Huron
Tract. The HTLTC is a volunteer organization with a separate board of directors and is a member of the Ontario Land
Trust Alliance. The Huron Tract Land
Trust Conservancy accepts donations and
bequests of land and gives people in the
Huron Tract area a way to make a positive
difference by helping protect and restore
land, water, and nature.
A donation to the local land trust is a
local way to leave a lasting legacy for future generations. These donations of land
and/or funds help to permanently protect
nature areas with local benefits such as
water quality, forests and habitat, and
public enjoyment and recreation.
To learn more about the Conservancy,
email info@htltc.ca or call 1-888-2862610 or visit htltc.ca.

The Stratford Perth Humane Society
is making an urgent call out for foster
homes as the busiest season of the year
arrives – kitten season. With most kittens
arriving orphaned, our foster parents provide round-the-clock care, including bottle feeding every few hours. With more
kittens set to arrive, there is an urgent
need for new fosters to join the team.
“We are looking for foster parents who
can take in kittens until they are ready for
adoption,” stated Kathrin Delutis, chief
executive officer. “We provide training,
food, supplies, and medical care, while
you provide space and lots of love.”
The Humane Society has taken in several mother cats and litters in the past few

weeks, including Lily, a five-year-old cat
who arrived as a pregnant stray. She gave
birth to three kittens shortly after arriving, but not every kitten is fortunate to be
cared for alongside their mother.
“Our need for foster homes is ongoing
and is particularly urgent as we head into
our busiest season of the year for orphaned
kittens,” stated Amanda Hawkins, senior
manager of animal care. “While we are
expecting a high volume of cats needing
help, we are also looking for foster homes
for dogs, small animals and reptiles.”
If you are interested in becoming a foster parent at the Humane Society, visit
kwsphumane.ca for more information or
to apply.

CHECKING THINGS OUT

(MATT HARRIS PHOTOS)

Sarah Redden looks over some vegetable and herb plants at the Stratford District Secondary School’s plant sale Saturday, May 7. Michelle and Alice Coles check out some tomato
plants. The sale was a fundraiser for the school’s green industry and manufacturing tech
programs.

FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL MEDIA
TO STAY UPDATED
Facebook.com/StratfordTimesNewspaper
Twitter.com/Stratford_Times
Instagram.com/Stratford_Times

CLASSIFIEDS
FOR SALE

FOR SALE – Equity Marketing 2005 Lexus RX330 SUV
Certified. Clean $7,900 519-663-2266

Email to inquire stratfordtimes@gmail.com

WANTED

Cash for your RECORDS and LP’s – Jazz, Rock, Alternative, Folk, Soundtracks are of particular interest
Diamond Dogs Vinyl
114 Ontario St., Stratford
226-972-5750

WANTED

SEEKING NEWSPAPER BOXES AND STANDS –
Looking to buy old newspaper boxes or display stands.
Please contact stratfordtimes@gmail.com or text or call
519-655-2341. Send picture of item(s) if possible.
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BUSINESS DIRECTORY
ACCOUNTING

AUTOMOTIVE

HEALTH SERVICES

Email to inquire
stratfordtimes@gmail.com

Sudoku

REAL ESTATE

INVESTMENTS

DR. PHIL SAMMUT
CHIROPRACTOR

125 Ontario St., Stratford
519-271-7581 | Fax 519-271-2737
office@fammeandco.on.ca

519-271-6824
www.stricklands.com

ACCOUNTING

HOME APPLIANCES
519-272-1077
www.stratfordtoyota.com

519-273-4145

305 ROMEO STREET S. UNIT 1 STRATFORD ON

WWW.MCCUTCHENPEARCE.CA

ADVERTISING

Creative

MOORE

MARKETING | COMMUNICATIONS | BRANDING
WEBSITES, SOCIAL MEDIA, GRAPHIC DESIGN & MUCH MORE!

WWW.MOORECREATIVECONSULTING.COM

258 Ontario St., Stratford
519-271-5511
dr.philsammut@gmail.com

CAREGIVERS

Id: 63473
APPLIANCES • PARTS

Level:
Moderate
237 Huron
Road,

Sebringville
519-393-6181
info@phelansplace.com

Set Numbers: 29

Caregiver Coaching
Caregiver Consulting
Patient Advocacy
Health Navigation

www.phelansplace.com

www.coachingforcaregiverscanada.com

CONSTRUCTION

HUMANE SOCIETY

STONETOWN CONCRETE & CONSTRUCTION

125 Griffith Rd, Stratford
519-273-6600
kwsphumane.ca

CONSTRUCTION

INVESTMENTS

www.stonetownconcreteconstruction.ca

2001 Ontario Street
Stratford, ON N5A 6S5
519-273-3116
stratfordsubaru.com

AUTOMOTIVE

Tyler Graham, CIM

Portfolio Manager & Investment Advisor

519-271-6270
tyler.graham@rbc.com

9

2

LEGAL SERVICES

5

6 Wellington St.
519-271-6770

www.stratfordlawyers.com

“Serving Stratford & area since 1977”

www.fraserpaving.ca

Driveways • Parking Lots • Excavating
Truck Rentals • Asphalt Patching

196 Ontario Street, Stratford
519-273-1633
www.franklinehinz.com

1

tmclean@homeandcompany.ca

9
REAL ESTATE
4

9

Education | Assessment | Modification | Appt: 519.272.1023

2001 Ontario St.,
Stratford, ON N5A 6S5
519-273-3119

1

INTUITION
PHOTOGRAPHY

By 4
Leanne

3

3

(226) 779-3206
www.electricandcompany.ca

AUTOMOTIVE

EYE CARE
We hope we SEE you soon for
all your eye care needs!

Eye Exams
Glasses
Contacts
Eye Drops
And More!

www.stratfordfamilyeyecare.ca
519-271-2020

SHORES
519-273-2003

Fencing
& Decks

519-273-2003

info@allshoresfd.ca

1

210 Mill St., New Hamburg
226-333-9939
www.stonetowntravel.com
agent@stonetowntravel.com
ADVERTISE HERE FOR AS

519-274-0431
CINDYDAY@ROYALLEPAGE.CA

LOW AS $9 PER ISSUE!
Contact:

REAL ESTATE

stratfordtimes@gmail.com or
call 519-655-2341

QUIZ ANSWERS

www.vanceafinancial.com

MORTGAGES

Michelle Webber

RESTAURANT

1)Rome
2)Ode to a Nightingale
3)Amazon
4) A female deer
5) Mount Everest
6)100
7)Norwegian
8)London Heathrow
9)13
10)Four (PGA Championship
x2, US Open, The Open)

Solution
SUDOKU

MORTGAGE AGENT

www.MichelleWebber.ca
Cell: 519-301-5155

FENCING / DECKS
ALL

5

6

WWW.INTUITIONPHOTOGRAPHYBYLEANNE.CA

YOUR TOMORROW STARTS TODAY

4

150 Queen St. E., St. Marys
519-284-2332

WEDDINGS, NEWBORN, MATERNITY, HEADSHOTS & MUCH MORE!

216 Huron St., Stratford
TF: 1-866-282-6232
P: 519-275-3333

stratfordnissan.com

1

TRAVEL

457 Huron St., Stratford,
located within Physiotherapy Alliance

CINDY DAY

8

JEN@JANDERSONREALESTATE.COM
WWW.JANDERSONREALESTATE.COM

Providing Custom Foot Orthotics

ELECTRICIAN

Contact:
stratfordtimes@gmail.com or
call 519-655-2341

519-274-1120 Direct

ORTHOTICS

6

FRIDAY SPECIAL
In-house made all you can eat fish n' chips

$16.50
519-393-8726

188 Huron Rd, Sebringville

5

245 Downie St, Stratford, N5A 1X5

INVESTMENTS

519-271-5690

ADVERTISE
HERE FOR AS
LOW AS $9 PER
ISSUE!

8

Toni McLean Sales Representative

REAL ESTATE

Call Scott or Denise
for a free quote for 2022

640 Lorne Ave E
Stratford, ON
N5A 6S5
519-271-9227

3

PHOTOGRAPHY

AUTOMOTIVE
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What’s even better than Google?
Our new business directory!
By Stewart Grant
Even Google, as great as it is, has its limitations when it comes to finding nearby
solutions for everyday needs.
That’s why, practically every day on local
Facebook community groups, I see
questions posted such as, “Who does
_________ in the area?” or “Looking for
recommendations for ______ (whatever
service) please.”
Google isn’t providing all of the answers
that people want because many local
businesses, particularly those who are
home-based or just starting out, either
don’t have a website, or don’t have the
resources to get themselves on the first
page of Google (which is about as far as
most people look).
Later in 2022, we plan to launch a very
useful, user-friendly, and inclusive directory serving our area, which is defined as “in
between Kitchener and London, north of
the 401”. This directory will be printed, will
be distributed all over for easy pick-up, and
an identical version will also be available
online.
Like Google, it will be free for everyone to
list their business. But unlike Google, it will
be easier to see more than just the first
page of results. Users can find your
business or organization either by geography (i.e. looking under “New Hamburg”), or
by industry category (i.e. looking under
“custom t-shirts”).
A free listing consists of business name,
address, and phone number. And it is free

to be listed both in your home geographical
area and in your relevant business category(ies).
Of course, advertisements are available to
those who want their listing to stand out,
and also to give space to provide more
information about their business and
organizations. And the advertisements help
us pay for producing the directory...so it all
works together.
We are currently working on making the
listings as accurate as possible. This
involves street audits (walking down the
streets to make sure we’ve got all the retail
locations), testing all the phone numbers,
checking with businesses on industry
classifications, and scouring the internet
trying to find those “hidden gem” businesses who might not otherwise be found in a
Google search.
For small business owners, we hope this
directory will increase the amount of calls
that they get. For customers, we hope this
directory will make it easier for them to
find great local solutions for whatever they
need. For readers, we plan to include
enough “extras” in the directory to make it
a fun read beyond just the listings. For us,
we hope we can do all of the above and sell
enough ads to help pay for creating the
directory and to help fund our local
journalism efforts.
If you own a business, or want to suggest a
listing for a small business that might
otherwise be overlooked, please contact us
at swontario.directory@gmail.com or call us
at 519-655-2341.

